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100 DIE AT SEA

Pa
thlietrcity
fora
gral;vuebla-the street out of the public treasury.
The proposition was ordered submitted to the'board of works.
aferor Yeiser informed the council
A NEW YORK IDEA.
that the second clan] city charter
•
needed many revisions, as some proRoosevelt May Build the Canal
visions regarding government of this
e
Across the Panama.
clams of municipalities were not good
ones. On }eying before the members
EXCEEDINGLY
FERRY
AMBITIOUS
PRIVILEGE
LLING OCCURRED
New York, Nov. 20—A correspond
ARE THE PLANS.
QUESTION RESUBMITTED. dap faet he yes empowered to call a MISSES THE TIDE
SUNDAY NIGHT LATE. eet of lite
lieralia_Writlog from leali
aadD
SaaffE ROCKS.
ama, says that Panamaians want
aldermen about the last of this
Theodore Roosevedt, as a resident of
monta so they could pick out what
1:4
use and Manner of Shooting as the isthmus, to build, the canal. That Organizing and Hoping to Sustain The Mayor Calls Attention of the sections of the dharter they
The
wanted
Sleeping
Victims
Were
Their
Given No
Board to Need of Chartef of
Revolutionary Program
Gathered From Evidence Behe will, says the correspondent, is
revised, and theta get the other secChance to Escape Though
Wheh Assembly Meets.
fore Coroner's Inquest.
Amendments.
the belief of many of the Americans
ond class cities of the state to select
Near Shore,
and hope of all the Parramaianis. Per
1
comnvittees that will meet a Paduhaps the with is father to the thought
cah delegation at Louisville and the
but it is widely circulated that after MOSCOW CONGRESS
FULL REPORT OF
MURDERER HOME BOY;
combined
representatives
decide
from the presWATCHED WITH INTEREST,
THE BOARD'S ACTIONS. what changes they will lay before the TWENTY-NINE MEN LOSE.
VICTIM ALMOST STRANGER Mir. Roosevelt
dency 'he w red;de
LIVES IN A FIRE.
ian
be
ehairrnan of
state legislature, ,which meets next
the canal commission and immediate
nuary.
iy take up his residence here.
Salaries and accounts to be paid
St. Petersburg, Nov. eo.—With the
Last eveteng at' the regular meetlea J. Stewart, a 25-year-old
London,
Nov. 20.—The Southcollapse of the strike the leaders of ing of the city council all the mem- out 9f the public treasury were preemployed at the Ed D. HanTurns
Up
at
western
Unexpected
Place.
eailway's
sented
the
"Reds"
by
say
Charles
they
bers
Oehlsehlaeger,
of
will now devote
were present, with President
cress-channea
nan establishment, at Fourth and
'Honolulu, Nov. so --It is reported their energies to the preparation
of an George Ingrain in the chair. There the finance committee, and allowed. steamer Hilda was wrecked Sunday
e Kentucky avenue, was kilted about that
the Russian cruiser Lena, which universal political strike
Final adoption was given the or- morning off. St. Maio, on the north
to sustain Was in attendance Samuel
to:3o o'clock Sunday night at Tenth
the
unexpectedly came here,. went near the revolutionary programme when newly elected
coast of France, and it is believed
and Kentucky avenue by a bullet
repubtican from the dinance permitting the I. C. to lay a
enough to Vladivostok to get into the national assembly meets.
that too or tnore of her passengers
new
switch
track
Fifth
leading
from
their
wane
and
fired by Edward Scott, the eo-yeast
Henry Katterjohn,
wireless cominunicatign with that
and
crew, including two members' of
main
law
at
Ninth and Harrison
These plans, which were suddenly newly elected republican from The
old son of Tinner Walter Scott, of port
and was warned Ito keep away upset by the precipitation of
the British nobility and several army
streets
down
to
the
Hardy
Fourth
Buggy
were
railremains
the
ward.
They
street.
Tie
1517 Broad
were sworn inunless in sympathy with the people in road strike last
r:
y whieh is right at that inter- officers, were drowned.
month, are exceeding- to servide, taking the spats of Coun- factioon
moved to the Pool & Nance undertheir uprising against the govern- ly ambitious, involving the
The Hilda left Southampton Friday'
co-opera- cilmen J. P. A. McCarthy, of the
taking establiehment, where yester- ment.
It
is
said'
that
the
night
officers
for St. Maio with considerable
sectSecond
passage
was
given
the
ortion not only of the workmen of the Fifth, aild john Agnew, of the
day morning Coroner- Charles Crow
were divided in opinion and that the cities but the pesantry and
se two latter filling recap dine-nee exempting the new box and more than too souls on board. Her
if possible Fourth,
conducted the inquest, which resulted
crew was in sympathy with the up- the army and navy.
cies
d by the -resignation of basket factory 'near the Union depot passage was greatly jelayed by a fog
in the following verdict:
rising.
The propaganda among the soldiers Louis
and Robert Broadfoot, un from paying city taxes for five years. in the channel and When nearing St.
We, the jury, impaneled and sworn
It
is
impossible
to
confirm
this
retil
and
sailors
will
the
be pushed energetat the last general eicc All new concerns locating here 'are Maio she ran into a severe mowto inquire into the death of Cheek, port
because the captain of the Lena ically. The leaders already claim that tion c
Messrs. Hill and Katt .r- granted this exemption as an induce storm apparently missed her course
Stewart. now lying before us dead,
wilt not be interviewed and the offi- they have organized the peasantry in john to II out ,he
and foundered on the rocks off Jarfin.d from the evidence that be came
balance of the men to capture the induetry.
cers
will not discuss the voyage.
Final adoption was given the !fleas din lighthouse, three miles from St.
five districts of ICharkoff province, unexpir
terms.
to his death from the effects of a
The appearance of the Lena at the peasants having agreed not to
Mae • Yeiser rep:weed to the tire providing that there be graded Mato.
gunshot wound inflicted by the hands
Honolulu
has not yet been explained. work foir the
The crew numbered twenty-six and
tandicirda when the board that he had closed with Mrs. and &raveled Scene* street from
of Fel Scott, on the night of Nov.
She left San Francisco for Vladivo- strike is called.
there
were eighty passingers, moody
ei
Hayes
to
Ashcraft
avenues.
Morrow
;the
of
Padeal
street,
city
for
a
strip
Court
on 1905, on
caw
,
stok with enough "coal to :
ground p( her property on Husbands
Second Passage was given the or- Frenchmen, the majority being onion
ducah, and we do further find that
?amine
and
Magi,
he; destination, and at a time
street between Fifth and Sixth, s. clinance requiring grease traps to be dealers from St. Brine and neashborat the time oi the said killing Ed
They anticipate that the famine
be
in
that
pi;
site
she
to
was
due
liasban
at contd. be ,veiened into the place() in the lcitchen sinks of all ho- hood.
Bulger was then and there present
with which is at the doors of almost 15,- •:greeds). public
Piteseftgors Were Asleep.
ace:sting and encouraging said Scott steamed into Honolulu harbo
highway width. tels, boarding houses and restaurants
000,000 peasants of the Central prov- The
bunkers.
The majjority of the crew and pasmayor paid $15o be the strip of located inside the uspitary sewerage
in said killing, and that said killing very little coal in her
ince, according to estima.es, will
ground sad teed the deed from Mrs. district. 'These intititnliono are ail sengers were asleep at the time. Two
was an unjustifiable homicide.
prove an effective ally of the agita- Morrow.* The
indenture was ordered connected with the underground boats were towered, one of which,
(Signed)
tion, as they promise to give the
recorded in the county clerk's of- sewers and when dishes are washed containing si morn, arrived at St. SerJOHN W. COUNTS.
peasants land to at unlimited extent. (ice.
in the sites it allows march grease to van. The second beat was picked up
CONRAD SCHMIDT,
The plague which is moving northMayor -Yeiser reported to the board flow into the sewer Mains and there- empty at St. Cast, where thirteeit
FRANK F. EAKER.
ward freer: IGrghiz Steppe if not that the Messrs.
Owen Brothers did by injure them. These traps con* bodies were washed ashore.
W. C. RICKMAN
CENTRAL LABOR BODY ABUT stamped out in the Vistula region not buy Ike ieeryboalt franchise the grease inside the suit and pro- _The IHIlda was built at
Glasgow in
JOHN ELROD,
may also be wade to serve the pur- whietb be pot up for sale last
B %MILLE & SON ON
Friday, ttibits it from flowing into the sew- rand registered Bea tons. She was
FRANK KIRCHOFF, SR.
suignorant
and
arousing
the
pose
of
UNFAIR LIST.
in order *at they cadet buy same in ers.
a screw steamer of iron construction
eel
Darin the inquest the evidence de
perstitious peasantry. The leaders will and theraby renew their prese it
Mayor Yeiser was ordered to toot- and was 335 feet in length.
• veloped that Stewart was cut on
urge the proletariat everywhere to /rant- Tlirey did not like some pro- row
whatever money needed to run
The Southwestern Railway cornCourt street in company with Forearms and be prepared to fight vinona ite the renewal franchise, so the
secure
city government until the De- pany is es yet unable to give a list of
man Elmer Lambert, of Wabash, The Labor Delegates Confirms, Ac- for their rights.
tion of Charles Han in Olfeese
on the
reporting this fact back censber tax collectione come in.
the Hilda's pitstiennees, but they say
Tod. and an etripioye of the 'Thomas
The struggle in progress in the to the c
Reward
•
ing
contractor,
now
doBridges firm of
it the ftlindawe was re- Bk. Henry A. Petter, one of the that to tbe best of'teen
Moscow ;crusty° congress is watched fermi
fttallifillanse commit
.
ritatines of the
ne were *Owned kiaTivei
ing street work here, and F., D. Hudsl
Last evening at the meeting of the with intense interest. The main tee bre
co
ence aith Owen eat
son, a plumber whoee, home is in
s annual meeting
the
whether
decided
is
be
question
tq
The disaster was first suspected
Bowling Green. While the trio were Central Labor ninon that body. or- zemstvoists will co-operate with the Brothers to see If some agreement Ohio Valley Imprevernent Associaf •a
licoald not be reached regarding the eon.
te„nuneo „pen the *rote* time washing ashore of a body
paseing the restaurant at Tenth and dered that the clothing and l
terms.
what
on
and
government
Mg firm of B. Weille & Son
changes they want made in the grant great good done by the association, and the port authorities
t
Kentucky avenue Hudson stepped in
immediately
Split Sure.
it mainly st000erinng the prices they and asked that the expenses incurred sent one a tug. It
.ch
to get a sandwich, albite Stewart and on the "unfair or boycott" hat,
was then learned
Man,p liberals here believe that the are allowed to charge certain charac- by the delegates be paid out of the that the Hada was wrecked on a
Lambert slowty eauntered along means that union men with not be
waiting for him. About this time permitted to buy goods of the firm. emigres" is sure to result in a split tir of vehicles for being carried city treasury, it amooetine to $43-75. treacherous reef close to the island of
In boycotting the ferns tbe
and that the radical wing standing on across the river.
This was ordered dense.
Cezambre called Les Fortes.
Ed Scott and Ed Bulger, it hp claimclaim
they have patersieed
its insistence upon a constituent as- Aecond instructions were given the( There was confirmed a deed transed, were put out of Sue Eggleston's
She had apparently struck, broken
cern
for
years
and
that
ehe
*
of
sembly and universal suffrage will re- beard of ptiblite works to construct ferring an Oak Grove cemetery lot her back and inmseckitely sunk, leavresort nearby. In a moment Scott
the house, Mr. Chark, Weak, prom- fuse all connection with the govern- the view fill beading across the 'hollow
and Bulger came walking past the
ing no time to launch the boats. The
ised them his moral and personal ment. The plan loudly discussed by frown the end of Caktivell street to no J. F. Vine,.
restaurant just as Hudson came out
empow- entrance to St. ?dab is dangerous, the
Kirkland
was
City
Auditor
eating. Scott or Bulger remarked, sepport in the matormen' and stridet the extremists a fortnight ago of turn- the new box and basket factory be- ered to refund, teen to Sam Starks, curents and rocks needing the exercar conductors' strike, hot that in.- ing the congreesi into a constituent yond the Union depot. There is no
"Why don't you eat the whole d—d
former found the latter's prop- cise of considerable caution at alt
stead
was directly concerned in the assembly appears to have faHen thorough/are outline up to that fac- if the
restaurant?" Stewart responded say
erty on Monroe street was errone- times, but more especially in bad
Retail
Merchants'
resolution,
-which
tory, which !stand, between the rail- ously assessed tbr city taxes, as Mr. weather.
through.
hag somethiug about "nipping hie
While no further information has road hackie and this file has to be Starke claim..
friends," addressing his remarks to stated that body could not take any
part in the strike. When asked why been received regarding the reported made in opening a street leading up
Scott and Bolger. The latter replied
To the city solicitor wee referred SLEEPING KEN DIE IN FIRE
they singled out this firm for boyo fakse emperor who was said to be to the plant.
they
were
looking
for
trouble,
saying
the request of J. W. Rtglesberger &
coning,
the
union
repreeereatires
of
thousands
referwas
head
of
works
To the board of
marching at the
and Stewart said they did not have
state the above was the reason, in peasants in the province of Penza, the red a request headed in asking that Brother that they be refunded one- Glasgow Lodging House Blaze Kill*
to go far for a fight. Stewart and
/Calf year's city lircetase they took out
Thirty-Nine, Hurts Thirty-Two.
tearer advanced towards each other addition to the alkgation that Mr. turbulence there has become so the city take charge of streets open- to do their mill business. After runWeille
retail
tried
to
prevent
other
has
government
ed for public me through Markie
threatening that the
and the former knocked the latter
ning six months they quit business
Glasgow. Nev. ao.—The most terdown. They were separated and ,establishments from hanging union placed the province in a state of Worten's North Side, or Addition and want the six wreaths' balance re- rible` fire
that has occurred in Great
cards
in
their
homes.
No. 2.
siege.
Lambert and Iliudesan told ,Stewart
funded them
Britain for many years broke out here
rn
says
this
coonection
Mr.
Weak
Japan.
in
Legation
to come on and have. no trouble.
The board of works reported it
Member McBroom moved that an Sunday in a cheap lodging house for
They took him a abort distance up the unions have acted hasty, and
question of the rank of the had officially accepted in the name
The
ordinance be brought in abolishing men in Wiateon street and resulted in
not
doubtless
do
thoroughly
underpracpulled
away
the
new
constreet
when
Stewart
is
of
municipality,
the
,the
Russian legation at Tokio
and live stock the loss of thirty-nine lives and the
and rushed back, meeting Scott this stand the situation, as he never tried tically settled, (Japan agreeing to ac- crete sidesialens placed on Third,be- the office of meat, milk
to
keep
union
inspector, and make the marketmas- severe injury of thirty-two others.
others
from
using
with.,
time. It looked as if Stewart struck
Kentucky
avenue
and
Adams
minister,
tween'
cept M. Rakhmetieff as
inspector
The flames were (lest noticed at 6
at or hit Scott when the latter putted cards, and that as regards the Retail the understanding that the legation street. Their acceptance was 'con- tee • perform the duties the
hni been doing. The abolishment or- o'clock on the fourth floor of the
Merchants'
only
remlution,
he
acted
embassy.
his revolver and shot the other
firmed.
an
.
liner will be raised to
dinance was ordered brought in.
tmilding, which was occupied by 30
through the stomach. Stewart yell- in an official capacity, being presiDuring tire negotiations now in
The question of birying about ton
dent
of
that
organization
and
with
men., A.n alarm was raised and the
McBroom
also
introduced
a
moKeBaron
ed, "They have *sot me," and Larnbetween
progress at Pekin
worth od new instrumems for the
voice
in
but
one
its
decision
regardfiremen
tifi
n
inspector
of
responded quickly, but the
to
make
JSpense
she
berr and Hodson niehed back to him.
mura. the special envoy of Japan,. and city civil . engineering departments,
the city the inanemod also of mess- flames and smoke were then issuing
diploHudson caught Stewart, while Lam- ips the resolution.
Rueeian
officials,
being
no
newas robed down, there
In putting this firm on the unfair the Chinese
itres and weiOns, whose duties from most of the windows on the
bert rushed into the restaurant and
macy has !amply been directed to cessity for them. The board of
it
adds
one
already
hat
more
those
telephoned for the olice and doctor.
Russian interests at Pe- works wanted authority to purchase aental be to !see that 4rveryone sell- fourth floor. An extraordinary scene
safeguarding
ing by weight, had prayer weights, ,was created by a procession of alScott and Bulger rushed off hip the bocotted being The Kentucky thea- kin. The Chinese government has ate same.
and those setting by measure -had most naked men rushing out of the
itreet and Win. Raker, of Casey, IH., ter, Friedman & Keller, the Cativens ready given Russia assurances that
There wee filed the reply Street In
who was sitting' near the restaurant, Savings bank and the Paducah Stairet China wilt not enter into any secret Spector Atorrao Elliott made to the propmr neemuree in their mercantile entrance to the building, aid against
Railway company, or traction comcOtta *sirmkeinte This runtion was their frantic efforts to escatie the fire-tried to-catch Bulger as he dashed
treaty with Japan covering Men- question CotncslmanAgnew brought killed, Hill, Barnett, McBroom and men had actually to fight for adrids-pest, but could twit, Stewart breathed pany, which operates the street cars. churia and that Raseia will be entitled
up several meetings ago, wherein Ag Rigkeberger being the may ones fa- sior..
During last night's special session
his last in a few moments. The bulto the benefits of any privileges Japan new wanted two know by whet right voring cownbining the offices.
confirmed
the
action
labor
body
the
Congested With Helpless Men.
let struck ham on the breast bone
obtains,
Elliott ea. using public teams to
Charles
Hart
in
Acting
President
of
There
was
ordered
brought
in
an
Reaching
the upper floors the fire4ind glanced into the stomach.
haul brick to Elliott'. private propoffering a 2se reward for the arrest
the
making
sanitary
found
that
the narrow passages
ordinance
'ewmen
HERE.
morning
the
Abeut I o'clock in
MARRrICD
erty. Elliott says he paid for the
and conviction of any union man who
congested with men
Pietrolmen Dugan arrested Scott at was directly or indirectly connected
bride andli teams, and also time of the er/isle inspector the inspector also of were becoming
storm
water
sewer!.
to the floors overhad
dropped
o'clock
who
3:30
at
afternoon
his home, while Iliererman and Clark with putting cot-name kerne+, end
Yesterday
City enstotoyts couensned, in hauling
by
smoke.
The fire, however,
and,
come
city,
Mr. McBreabi wanted to abolish
arrested Bulgier at his house. Both graphite on the street car traded at Mies, Nora Central, of this
the material.
was confined to the fourth floor, and
the
city
office
and
bell&
officerai
were Inched up and will that morning first and Broadway so as to make the Mr. George Bratcher, of Ohio counThe city solicitor was ordered to
to
be arraigned before hedge Sanders rails slippery tend cause the fatal ac- ty Kin, were united in marriage by look into the clean of Hendrick di rake the elty physician attend to as soon as the firemen were ebbe
extiaon the charge of murder. They were cident of Saturday which cost Con- Rev. Jahn S. Cheek; of the First Bap Miller for their law lay/nerd fee, these 'health duties in addition to his get to work it was speedily
by
at foe inquest yesterday, but did not ductor Malcolm Greenlee tik life.
rist citurcb, the nuptials occurring at due them from the municipality for medical duties atso. Thai idea was guisilved. The flames had been fed
cubicles
tcstify. Scott claims Stewart knock
the home of the minister on North legal services they performed for die floored, as The chaster preteribla a the wooden partitions of the
smoke,
ed him down, but the others testified
Fifth street near Jefferson. The city itt representing the prattle au- health officer null be maintained it which threw off volumes of
Decide Today.
many
he was not knocked dower, but may
young folks heft at 6 o'clock for thorities in the suit the rettiet car not being an ordinance office that requiting in the suffocation of
Physician J. W. Perodiey
Cottnty
dead
and
were.
Thirty-nine
several
inmates.
gone
inurrieipai
leg
can
be
abolished
by
a
be
now
dead
been
struck
by
the
te
have
Grave, county
canapes" brought in trying to force
that by today he can decide
thing-two injured.
;dative board.
man. Scott contend he arose to his believes
days.
the city to pay out of the public
Lizzie Carter, wegress, is inIneet, drew his gun and fi'red the fa- whether
It appears to be the cusfbm ot
Mr. 'eficEtroorn also wanted art orThe bride is be daughter of Rev. treasury for the concrete that had to
for
lim
deserving
of
a
trial
and
vane
lodgers to steep in a nude contal shot. He did not take any band
these
Hickory
brought
in
making
the
depof
dinance
initrister
the
Central,
go under the car company', track,
is the aged colored woman
'has
dition,
and the march of the survivors
is the fight until he fired, standing acy. She
who
uty
city
jailer
also
chive
the
patrol
when Third street was reconstructed
Airs. Leancter lot- Grove, Graves county,
off to one side the balance of the who tried to kilt
church with paving brick.
the police station was a fantastic
-wagon.
killed,
only
to
Mechanicsburg
This
we,
Mcof
the
charge
ter out in the county one day last
time
Broom and Riglesberger supporting one. demee had snatched the coveys
Jake Biederman Rea Weak. and
week, being employed there. She here.
of the beds and' ethers their trousers,
Edward Scott, ag stated, is a Pa- was locked up and until now the plip
The groom is a popular and thriv- Armour Gardner owe property which the motion.
count-.
while many wore nothing.
Ohio
motion,
the
adjourned.
board
farmer
est
On
ducah boy Bulger, his friend, is a sician has been unable tie decide ing yotiog
should be used for public street purOwing to their migratory habits
leatherworker and has been bees for whether the yss really erazyej
,ceir
poses, out &balk:0e end of Jackson,
and
the absence of permanent homes
the
the
Assessor,
of
auditor
of
The
report
III
fult
14
Deputy
soese rival He ;a alhntt of,Scott' esttistrirs
and over towszt, Plnielleett bill. 'Mese
Neal Overstreet qualified as depu- parties *wee to dedicate the strip of postoffice department shows the great many of the dead will never -be ictent6
age. Stewart ceries here 'tat ago
.
growth of the postal service.
fled.
ty to County Assessor John Hughes.
/rem Pittahurg, Pa. After the death

Reds Pre-, _ng For Upris- Messrs. Hill and Katteijohn
ing of the People.
Become Members.

las. J. Stewart Shot To
Death by Ed Scott.

BOYCOTT FIRI
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Passengers and Crew Go
Down With a Ship.

•

„.*
••,1*Nis

WHIPPED WOMAN EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

IN SOCIETY
MRS. M'ELWEE ENTERTAINED
AT CARDS YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON.

FANINIIE
'WILSON
CLAIMS
SO
SHERMAN
MILLS
TREATED HER.

7: Out

of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household are constantly risking ti
health. Defective plumbing generac:s
germ-bearing sewer gas-y which pollute
the atmosphere and catiAt help bit te
breathed by the occupants.

rdidd

Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely "Mauled° Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
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,••

o
,
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Mr. and Mrs. James P. Smith Enter- Lula Reed, Colored, Held to Grand
Jury on Charge of Robbing
tain With a Dance at the PalWalter Vaughan.
mer Tomorrow Night.
Sherman Mills, a bartender, was arraigned before Jugde Sanders in the
police court yesterday morning on
the charge of cursing, abusing and
Whipping Fannie Wilson, at the latter's resort on West Court street.
The case was continued until today.
George Dennie and Carl Pruitt
•
were given continuances until today rADUCAH REAL IISTATA:., WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM; dASI
of the case charging them with • tealIlititTfILY'PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. wasTEuri
ing some rope from the Ayer-Lord
101314TCNIZAr REAL ESTATE JOUELVAI, AND PRICE UST
at
over
Tie company's fleet of barges
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR- :T..
Brookport, and bringing same over
Series of Card Parties.
here.
NroG a es W. 9V if•Irrirt:RiONSE. PILdUal&h.
This afternoon and tomorrow afthe
to
held
was
colored,
Luta
Reed,
the
of
Kiger,
ternoon Mrs. Charles
McFadden flats on North Seventh circuit court grand jury on the
pockets
street between Broadway and Jeffer- charge of going through the
white,
Vaughan,
Walter
and
robbing
Witt, will entertain at cards, complia
mentary to her sister. Mrs. Charles of $g one night last week, while
the
at
Vaughan,
who
held
dean
negro
j2ITIPS, of Evansville, Ind., Who is
'here, and also the giudts of Mrs. Jas. time was passing the front of the
Undertaker Pool and Nance livery
P. Smith.
stable on Washington between Third
••••••••.We Write Anything in Insurance
and Fourth streets.
Evening Reception.
This evening at 8:3o o'elock Mrs. 'Ed and Ernest Slayden were given Office 306 Broadway
Phoses: Office 385—Residence t696
Laura Fowler, of Broadway near a continuance until today of the
Seventh street, will receive compli- charge of robbing a man out on'Court
mentary to Mr. Saunders Fowler and street.
.hride, who have returned from their - There wa.,; left open until Thursday
bridal tour and are at the Iszioarkr the case charging Grocer J. B. White,
home until their Arcadian place io's of Eigth and Clark, and Will Stewart,
cinpletcd.
the Illinois Central railroader, with
engliging in a •figlit over an account
Dance for Visitors.
the grocer had against the other.
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Smith will
IR. E Dunaway was fined $so .for
entertain tomorrow evening at the whipping Y. B. Jones and his chi:11,
Palmer with a dance, complimentary Ona Jones. Dunaway lives in Jones'
to their guests from Springfield, IR., house in Mechanicsburg, and the latand Lima, Ohio.
ter accused the other of being intimate with his, Jones', wife.
Delphic Club.
Until today was continued the warThe Detphis club will meet this
Phoebe with
morning at their rooms in Carnegit rant charging Aunt
house of Sam
the
burn
to
threatening
library on Ninth and Broadway.
Liebet ,and poison his horses.
' A fine of $r was assessed against J.
Delightful Time.
The league baseball players now B Richardson for being ddink.
Maud Crawfprd was fined $To for
The Delphic club will meet this
in the city were Sunday at noon en- being drunk and disorderly, while
tertained with a sumptuous dinner at there was left open until today the
the home of Mr. Harry Lloyd, man- case accusing Foster Greer with using
ager of the beat club. The dekca- insulting language towards another
ices partaloen of were many and varied, and hugely enjoyed by the boys.
Mrs. Henry McElwee, of Clark between Fifth and Sixth streets, entertained yesterday afternoon at cards
•c+ mplimentary to Mrs. James A.
Rose and Miss Helen Van Cleve, of
Springfiekl, Ill., and Misses Ruth and
Esther VVIheeler, of Lima, Ohio, who
are visiting Mrs. James P. Smith, of
Washington street near Fifth. A
large number were there and spent a
most charming afternoon.

E.D. HANNAN, Plumber

REAL ESTATE AGENCY

L. L. BFBOUT

General Insurance Agency

-

Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do lake
It to

John I. Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway,

Paducah, Hy.

•
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THE DEAD

J l. COULSON,

G...
...P
LAMBIN
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

51.i Broadway.
4.4444+44444,44.p+++4.4.44.4444.

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of facluststh, MentuckS.
Capttel arid Surplus $18/5,000

Marry Tomorrow.
Tomorrow evening at the home of
the 'bride in the Eden's Hill neighborhood of the county, Miss Mamie REMAINS OF MR. MALCOLM
GREEN LEA LAID TO REST
Bell will be united in maniage to
YESTERDAY.
Mr. Fred Walker, of this city.

Jacul

Tonight the Fascinating Story of the Spaniels Gipoy's Adak Love, Made
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES „
ZD P. NOBLE,PRE&
Famous by "Olga Nether." to. 20 and 30 cent&
Matinee today—"The Divorce Question" (all fun) roc for everybody,
N. W. VAN CULIN CASMIZR.
Country Wedding.
arty seat in the theater.
At 3 o'c3occligLesterday afternoon Body of Mrs. Suzanne Sauner Will
Transacte an regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Para •
Miss Ala-a H
, of the Florence
Be Taken to St. LOuis and
- di2
per cent per annum on tiros certificate of deposits.. Safety bozos in &re
Station neighborhood of the county,
Crearnated—Other Deaths.
St. Laois, also two sisters of there,
proof await ice rent at $3 to Ilio per year as to skit. You carry your own
and Mr. Louis Schaffecitof this city,
and aiSather uster at Prilkeitora
were united in marriage at the borne
Ind. His body after death was takkey and no on but trues-self has access.
of the bride. The onuple will today
Ye-derilay a:across, at 2 o'clock en to the undertaking establishment
come to this city to make their home the funeral services were conducted
of Pool & Nance and prapaned for
at Twelfth and Madison street'.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
REED
over the remains of Conductor Mal- burial. Yesterday afternoon it was JUDGE
NOT
DOING
The charming and popular young colm Greenlee, ei the street car serMUCH OWING TO U. S.
moved to his boarding biome at 1433
lady is the daughter of Mr. Retry vice, at the Muller residence on
COURT.
Kentucky avenue, and this morning
Houser, the welli known farmer and Twelfth and Broadway. The cerewill be taken to Falmouth, lii.. for
pohtician of that section.
monies were officiated over by Rea. burial. His brother, Mr. C. F. CanTHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Mr. Schaffer is comieeted with the John C. Cheek, of the First Baptist
dy, of St. Lola% is here to aconin- One Week From Saturday Civil SesBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSPaducah -Brewery at Tenth and Mon church, and followed with interment
pany the remains.
sion Closes, and Criminal Term
roe street, and is an energetic and
URE AND THEN RETAINS MS WHITENESS; does not bein Oak Grare or Tnetcry.
Follows Monday.
ster'ing young man.
came dark and discolored.
The car ssificials are sparing no exDied in County.
:
pense to "ferret out who put on the
Sunday at the family home in the
ifET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
:
:
Miss Sinnott Entertains.
tracks near First and Broadway the county, five miles from here on the
Mica Elizabeth Sinnott, of Ninth cocoanut kernel and graphite that
Judge Reed did not do much in the
Cairo road, there died Mrs. Mary
and Monroe streets, will Friday af- greased the track so the cars came
circuit
court yesterday, he letting
Wagoner after an illness with strnnternnon entertain at cards t-ompli- together and inflicted the fatal
ach trouble. The remains were bur- things in the main go over until after
SOLE AGENT, :fog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
inentary to Mrs. Rose and Misses wound.
ied yesterday at Mt. Kenton ceme- here is completed the fall tenni of
Van Cleve and Wheeler, who are vis
court,
which
United
States
convened
tery.
iting Mrs. James P. Smith
at the postoffice yesterday morning.
Child Died Sunday.
'The decea.seil was ao years of age
Sunday Ruby, the child of R. A. and left a husband and several chil- Nearly all the lawyers have business
Date for Dance Changed.
in the federal tribunal and the circuit
The Thanksgiving german by the Dill, died at the family home on dren.
court matters are held in abeyance so
buried yesawl
avenue,
Hayes
was
Cotiniion dub will be given ThanicsDAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
they can attend their duties.
On
Father Died.
giving Eve, and not Thanksgiving terday at Oak Grove cemetery.
Judge Reed granted a divorce to
account of no doctor being in attend
Night Clerk S. T. Miller, of the
Nigh.
fmeixnodern hotel Is now open under a - new
anoe the coroner held an inquest and Palmer, returned yesterday frotn Me- the plaintiff in the suit of Frank
found natural causes and lack of Tried Kenzie, Tenn., where he W29 called Andres against hilyrtle Andres.
Popular Hare.
maimasesat for guests at. the
on the demise'. by the fatal illness of his father, Mr.
rThere was submitted fo trial the
Announcement is made that De- ica 'attention brought
B. F. Miller, who died three hours proceeding of W. E. Aliens, adminisFAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
cember 6fh there will be united inMark Cobb's
after arrival of the won.
trator, against William Lsphfue.
marriage Miss Grace Darling f-miith,
Very best5 accommodations atreasonable rates
In the litigation of konelda
The deceased was seventy-one
of Mayfield, and Mr. Drake Hyde, The body of Mark Cob:, is still at
&
Pool
o;
parlors
th,
the
undertaking
Fitzpatrick,
years of age and a well knows' and patrick against A c-:.
of Nashville, Tenn. The ceremony
odered to
occurs at the Curmlberland Presbyter- Nome, on South Third street, to highly esteemed man of, that com- Illinois Central •
ian church at to o'clock that rr.ori- which plaoe it W129 moved atter he munity. On aeount of his advanced Into court the $33 due defendant, and'
a,•.4 Sattrobiy at the poor farm.
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
age he had retired from active life which way garnisheed by plaintiff. ing, in Mayfield.
It is being Wirt pending word from and was making his borne with, a
The bride has often visited here,
The judge will shortly render an
when she is quite popular, white the his sister, Mrs. James, of Eraneviele, daughter, Mrs H. C. Wilkins, of that opinion in the suit where the city of
groom is connected with the Bran- giving instructione for its dispoei- city. _ He took ut ten days ago and Paducah is sting Lens frones and
tion. It is probable the remns will died last Thursday of pneumonia.
don Printing house of Nashvilte.
bondsmen,' Adolph and Lee Weil, to,
be taken to Ecklyville and interred Friday the remains were interred in
compel them to pay $t,000 into the
in the family cemetery.
the cemetery there.
,watst)
Evening
Dinner.
city treasury, because Jones violated
Yesterday evening Pro& Harry
survived, besides the Sunday closing law, was fined,
child
one
Only
Cremate Remains.
General Cart age Business,
Gilbert, of South Seventh street, enhad his license revoked.
o'clock the the son 'here and the daughter with and then
to
morning
at
This
the
tertained seven oouples of friends at
One week from next Saturday
Office
Facilities for
of whom he resided. She vas a daugh•
d:nrrer, complimentary to the anni- funeral services' over the remains
of court closes, while the Superior
McKenof
term
Maier,
ter,
tivil
Miss
Jessie
con
be
will
2ndland Monroe
versary of his birthday. It was a Mrs. Suzanne D. Sauner
Monday Judge Reed con- Handling Freight, Machffiery
following
zie.
)
very charming affair hugely enjoyed ducted at the residence, 427 North
venes the criminal session, that lasts
Both 'Phoney:it
And Household Goods.
by all, who after the flypast spent Fourth street, by Rev, D. W. Ban,
Body.
Brother's
three weeks.
For
for
church.
street
Christian
Tenth
the
of
ninny derightful rrocirlente with an
This morning .at 4 dolock there
the body will be
informal musical program and at At 12:4o o'clock
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.
arrive from Princeton, Ind., a
will
shipped to St. Louis for cremation,
cards.
from that
in compliance with the request of the delegation of Red Men
of the remains Mrs. Lottie Roos Scott Took Cardeceased. The body will be atom- city to take charge
Mr. Paul
brother,
of
deceased
their
bolic Acid Sunday Night.
In Hopkinsville Saturday night palsied there by her nephew, Mr.
Candy, and accompany same to FalInhort Chancey shot and killed a wo- David Atchiscrn, of die city.
•
mouth, Ili., where the body will be
Sunday night about 2 o'clock Mrs.
man of the town named Maud Ellis.
of
ounce
an
borne
tootle
former
'Scott
interred, that being the
Lottie Roos
the act bring cold blooded.
Later
Boiler Helper Died.
of the deceased, who was a member carbolic acid in her attempts to comwhile on the Rh-eel s he fired at sev-Sunday night about to o'clock
Accident, Life, LialglIty, Steam Bullermit suicide. She drank the dangerous
eral witizenis and fatally shot a citi- there died at the railroad hospital, of this order at Princeton.
and other
home
-horsily
the
at
fluid
arrived
deceased
zen named Duncan Veatch.
the
of
The
fattier
Mr. Paul G. Candy, a helper in the
discovered her through her
boiler making department of the Illi- last evening also, eoming. front St. members
her bed room Dr. Jeff
in
groaning
where
resides.
he
Louis,
Because Turkey continues to fort- nois General raileroad, after a three
sumrrinned+ and workwas
Robertson
will
ify the Bosphorus Ruseia ha* arra weeks' illness with typhoid fever.
The local lodge •rit Red Men
woman
Residence Phone 726
forward a demand for an old intim- The deceased was born twenty deans assist in the ceremonies bete in the ed, with her, 'bringing the
Office Phone 369.
right.
all
around
nity with a threat of occupation if ago at Mattoon, IR., and came to city.
She said despondency and ill treatIt is not paid
this city two months ago from
caused bet set, and cAannit she
has
squadron
=lent
Russia's Black Sea
Princeton, Ind., to work for the road.
She is
Louisville's new mayor, Paul Barth, After a few weeks here he took ill left Sebastopol for unknown parts, intends to yet kill herself.
age.
of
years
26
about
query.
goes into office today.
He leaves a father end brother in The fact is causing rnisdh

HOLDING OVER

,GREEN RIVER STONE

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

New Century Hotel
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Paducah Transfer Company
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
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WILL DECIDE

MANY UGHTS
I

JUDGE LIGHTFOOT IS WAIT- SEVERAL HUNDRED ATTENDING FOR THE BROCKWELL
—0 THE CAIRO CEREMOINQUESTION .
IFS SUNDAY.

7cr.
!
Jacob Folz Will Probated and Show:. 2. ro '
'dtv in ::com Lodge
Everything Practically Left
. iat.
71; Was I:Ito His Mother.

Judge Lightfoot was at his office
-vesterday and said that he wou:d
l ::e up the matter of Hazel Brock!!l just whenever the parties con- oed with the affair lay same before . him. Her grandparents want
Friendtese want to keep heir, she
having been there ever since her
mother, Mary Bircickwelk poisoned
ber three other children. Her mother is in prison for lifetime arid her
father in the- lunatic asylum, therefore the county judge has a right
o say what disposition shall be
de of her.

g?

ell

Hy.
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PILED INTO RIVER

3

There is a surprising ignorance amongst women, on the subject of
their own functions. Nine out of ten, suffer dreadfully every month,
and think they have to. Do you? If so, you are wrong. No need
to suffer, unless you wish to. Functional pain is a sign of functional
diease. It can be cured by

Yesterday rooreine at. a e'efatel:
there returned here from- Coo.
special train bearing the Kmol..
Columbus and their frienda who weo,.
to the Egyptian city, the former to
atbend institution of the new Columbus lodge inaugurated in that city.
About fifty knights of here went
dram to spend the day in that neigh
dI COULD SCARCELY
boring city.
GET AROUND,"
There
several hundred
were
All those bearing-clown pains, headaches, backwrites Mrs. F. J. Ashburn, of
knights at Cairo, and in the noonine
,
, To, .,
Itches, cramps, dizziness, eC, can Le
eon at
Li
they attended the Catholic church in
my monthly periods. I had boatNot
only
CAN,
but
SHOULD.- To allow them to
a body. At 2 o/clock in the aftering-down pains, head ached every
day and my back hurt so I could
come back every month, is to invite loss of health and
noon the installation ceieolooks were
scarcely
stand. I was tired and
started, and on account of the large
WE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
happiness.
run down, and thought i couldn't
number of affiliates for the new orWe want every sick woman or girl to write us fully
live. Since taking Cardul, howIrregular menstruation, bad breath, poor blood—all
organization, the initiationwork was
about her case, so we can help her. Describe plainly
ever, I have greatly improved and
results of female weakness, in young or old, can be
divided up into three sections, the
what is wrong with you, stating age, and we will send
feel better than I have for years.
you Free Advice, in plain, sealed envelope. All letters
delegation from Mtarphyekt000,
If it were not for Cardul I might
cured with Cardul. Try it
strictly confidential. Address: Ladles' Advisory Dept.,
conducting the first degree work,
now be under the ground."
The Chattanooga Medicine Co. Chattanooga, Tenn.
At all drug stores in *1.00 bottles
those Irons Centralia, =1, the second
degree, and those from East St.
Loins, ill., the thud degree.
Phe ceremonies of installing the
lodge were finished at 9 o'clock in
the evening, the work having been
performed in the Grew of Comus assembly hall. After the secret part of
the business was over the knights all
repaired to the Halliday house, where
a hairedsome banquet was indulged in, ENGINEERS TALK ABOUT SEA
LEVEL CANAL ACROSS
Mr. T. II. Smyth, of Cairo, presiding
Ure have just opened:an up-to-date and wen stocked hardware dePANAMA.
as maetmaster.
There were several hundred brethpartmentfor our establishment, ana are carrying a mammoth
ren attending the ceremonies, they
Murphysboro, Centralia. Plans Will Make San Cristobal Chief
corning fr
gook recognized as one of the finest in:the state. It includes
East St. Louts, Paducah, Memp i
City on Atlantic Coast of
and other ponies.
Isthmus.

Property Sold.
Elizabeth Segenfeater Tandy has
transferred to James P. Segerdelter,
for $1 and other consiclerationa, two
pieces of oroperty on Court near
Seireoth street, one piece at Seventh
and Washington and one pieCte at
Thirteenth and Clay streets. The
, deed was lodged kir Tecord yesterday
'with the.county clerk.
Land in the county was bought of
13. F. MkKinoey by Bob Willingham
.for $5oo.
Tberrnan and Lindeny sold to Daisy Barnett for $125. property on
'Twenty-second street between Lind,
say and Thurman.
Witteutore and Walters sold to
Lairs and Aris James- for $75, property on the south side of Tennessee
street.
C. E. Wilkins bought from George
Bernhard for $513, pcoperty on the
west side of Eighth street near Bach
tnan.
K H. McGuire sold to T. A. Clark
for $1 and other considerations, prop
erty nn the north side of Clay street
between Nineteenth and Twenty- SLIPPERY TRACK LET TRAIN
GET AWAY SUNDAY

CO

Wash
Away
Your
Pain

Ignorant Suffering
WINE
OF

Woman's Relief

••••=.••••••••,

TO COST MILLIONS

NEW HARDWARE HOUSE

Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlary, Tinware,,Woodenware, Graniteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and inSact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.

Washington, Nov. 20.—The board
of consulting engineers of the.lathmus canal conenission have decided
to substitute Brussels for Paris as
the meeting place of the foreign
members next January.
Being buyers in. large bquantities, and on .a basis with leadLionised to Marry.
The cost of the sea level canal is
The county clerk issued wedding
estimated by the engineers at about
'
inghou.ses,ifflke are irClaosition to give the best foil/the least money.
licenses to the following coupks: P. Engine and
Four Freigist Cars Fly $230,000,000. Although this amount
C Willett, aged 24, and Ida p Post,
seems much larger than the amount
Over Cradle Into River, Where
and seeing ouzlvaried stock.
aged 22, of the county: kauis S
necessary for the construction of the
They are Submerged.
Scisaffee, aged 26, of the cifle and
lock .canal, it is claimed by the advoAlva E. Houser, aged 23, of the
cates of the sea levef Orin to be in
county; John B. Seitz. aged six and
reality only comparatively slightly
On account of the switch engine
Katie Werth, aged 23, of the counhigher. It was pointed out in the
and
four
freight
can plunging over
ty; Genesee Bratcher. aged 33, of
meeting of the board a lock canal
Ohio county, Kr. and Nora Con- the Illinois Central incline credit at woul#
necessitate between $3o,000,000
the
foot
of
Caumbett street traffic
tral. awed 33, of Grave, county;
and
140.000,000
as payment for the
Hugh D. Edwards aged ao, and Nora free" across the river is practically
blocked from the freight department, private grounds and lands belonging
Peyton, aged 19, ot the county.
and the train.* -hauling goods have to to the republic of Panama, which
be detoured around by way of Cairo, would be inundated by the construcAdministrator.
Mose Wilson qualified before the while passengers are transferred back tion of the lock system. This item
county court as administrator of the and forth here with the transfer boat. in the view of the majority of the
estate of Retrzie Wilson.
It will take several days to get things board, is entirely done away with by
the adoption of the sea level canal.
in running shape.
tant to shoot a brutal man as a mad
Aisfor the time it will take to con- TO MAKE YOUR LIFE IDEAL. Therefore cultivate character.
Shortly before to o'clock Sunday
Probated.
15. If you do no wrong say so, dog."
In the county , *art yesterday night switch engine No. 199 was do- struct the sea level satfkl, several
"It is a woman's right," said a
Thomas Davidson of the Adiron- and make what atone you can. This
lime was probated the will of the ing some switching around the Sixth mernilbere of the board expressed the
is true nobleness. have no moral fourth, "to kill a man who beats
her."
late jr-ob Folz, who died several and Campbell yards. with Engineer opinion that the construction of the decks is dead, but he'has left twenty- debts.
So the poor condenuied woman on
weeks ago. He Nitres everything to Smith !Bonner and Fireman Sarn Reed sea level canal will not in reality take life maxims for those who may wish
16. When in doubt how to act, ask the scaffold leas left with the rope
his mother, Mrs. Sandia Fort, "Aro is in charge of the engine. 'The engine so much more time titan that of the to follolv in his footsteps, says the
yourself, What does nobility com- about her neck while a war of externamed as executrix without bond. had coupled o nto a string of four lock canal, and that if no unexpect- Philadelphia Record.
mand?? Be on good terms with mination as declared upon the wifeThe sum of $5 is left each of* his cars from the front end, and had ed difficulties are met with it should
These maxims are: •
yourself.
beater.
brothers and sisters by the theteseed, backed out onto the incline in order not require more than two or three
1. Rely upon your own energies,
ro. LLook not for reward for goodIt might be expected that there will
•erho was in the dry goods and auc- to get the cars back far enough so a years additional.
and do not wait for or depend upon ness but goodness itself. Heavbe a sudden flow of gore. But it must
tion business on Broadway near Sec-' switch right at the head of the init is expected that ships will be other people.
en and hell are utterly immoral in- he remembered
end street The win was written cline could be thrown and cars push- propelled througle the canal under
that the strong-mindCling with all your might to stitutions if they are meant as reward ed and strong-lunged women
2.
September 39th at Battle Creek, ed into the siding. One of the cars their own power. When two ships
of a
legislative league are not the women
Mich., while deceased was there for wasi heavily loaded with lumber, an- will have to pass each other in the your own highest ideals and do not and punishment.
18. Give whatever countenance and Whose
be led astray by such vulgar aims as
husbands beat them. These
his health.
other with corn, while General Agent canal one will have to stop and wait
help you can to every movement and gentle wertnien's husbands
wealth, position, popularity.
Be
are probDonovan does not know what the to allow freer navigable conditions
institution that ie working for good. ably at home taking
yourself.
care of the
two others contained, as they were for the individual ships in the resectarian.
Be
not
3. Your worth consists in what
babies, and trembling at every sound
not numbered. As the engine got out stricted space'.
79. Weal- no placards, within or which me-y indicate the wife's return
you are, and not in what you have.
on the incline, the brakes would not
The plan as adopted by the board What you are will show
in what you with:nit Be human f u4y.
to the domain.
stop the engine and ears on the slip- would make Limon Bay one
of the
20. Never be satisfied until you
The husbands of such women are
pery track, so the entire outfit com- greatest harbors in the world Almost do.
SOME CALENDARS .HAVE IT
a. Never fret, repine or envy. Do have understood the meaning of the not wife-beaters. Moybe in some
menced backing rapidly down the in- through the middle bay a breakwater
ANNOUNCED FOR FOURTH
cline towards the river. Engineer will be built and a shorter break- not make yourself unhappy by com- world and the purpose of your own cases they are lucky not to be beaten
THURSDAY,
Bonner saw they could not control water will be built from San Cristp- paring your circumstances with those life, and have reduced your word to themselves.
the engine, so leaped, while the fire- bid, which is Ariverican territory,i of more -fortunate people:: but make a rational cosmos.
It is to be noted that the gero:o
man remained until the engine was thereby leaving Colon, laitich belongs the most of,,the opportunities you
women had no word of condemnation
It Comes on the 30th This Month, as nearly to the water's edge, when he
have. lEanp)oy profitably every moCURE FOR WIFE-BEATERS. for the women who beats her hutto the republic of Panama, outside
November Hes Five Thursjurnoed and escaped unhurt also, The "of the American canal works. Utoler ment
bend.
5. Associate with the noblest peodays This Year.
engine and four oars piled off over the plan as adopted. by the board, San
It would) have -been only fair had
In
spite
recent
of
a
decision
of
a
the cradle into the river, the transfer- Cristobal is expected to become the ple you can find; read the best books, learned Scotch magistrate
these women decreed that the wifeman
that
a
live with the mighty. But learn to be
boat.being over at Brookpott at the
may lawfully beat his wife, it is not beater should at least have an equal
There seems to be a widespread dif- time. All are subtoeteed and the ethief city on the Atlantic side of the happy alone.
pronsonotory
and
canal,
on
the
which
generally
regarded as nice conduct. chance with the hesband-beater.
ference of opinion regarding the date wrecking crew is now trying to lift
6. Do not believe that all greatbuildings,.
docks,
official
covered
with
Courts
in
this country frown upon it.
Thanksgiving day comes on this year, them out of, the water and right sense
ness and heroism are in the past.
covered with official builidings, docks, I.earn to discover
And when President Roosevelt last
and quite a deal of confusion has oc- on the track.
SALOONS WERE CLOSED. '
princes, prophets,
coaling stations and all the works heroes
winter urged congress to establish
curred as a result. Some of the calsaints
and
among
the
peope
trains
freight
intended for the
The
important harbor.
endars have it announced for Thurs- north are being sent around by way necessary for an
about you.
Be assured they are the whipping-post for wifebeaters Gov. Hanly's Sunday Orders Rigidly
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according to law, and not to be planted in neeghborhoods where the residents thereof object to them.
The generosity of the people of
this country towards suffereis in
general has always been most commendable. It is not therefore surprising that the Jewish population
are so liberally responding to the appals of their outraged race in Russia
for succor. Though their generosity
has always been marked they are in
the present instance doing themselves
great credit. Something live :half a
million doars will be sent to Russia
for the Jews ere this month has passed.
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go

In

Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
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APPOINTMENTS

BOTH PHONES 72

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

48 YEARS 1100 SAYS 'TWAS FAKE ,-,.......::HOME:: I
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Every family has a list of favorite rece:pts upon which they
depend in case of minor ailments. We take pride in compounding these home prescriptions. They get' the same careful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.

WHITE DEER

10c Per Drink, $1 Per Quart,
50c Per Pint,25c Per Half Pint
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THE ONLY SALOON IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THAT HANDLES ONE (1) BRAND OF WHISKY,
1
Commodore Given Fowler yesterThe ellensphis conference of the M.l Forty-eight years ago this morning
day morning" received a letter from
E. church (South) closed its annual at 2 o'clock the great steamboat RainMe. G. H. Kununer, division freight
bow
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burned
twelve
miles
above
gathering in Nfay.field yesterday with
agent of the Chicago & Eaatern Mithe, announcement of the bishop's ace. the mouth of the Arkansas; river, near
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poit'itments for the next year. No where Napoleon then stood, and over
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oo
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went
to death as the reBOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
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tion of the Afternoon Sun's publicasult
of
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AshMajor
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J.
THE ONLY GUARANTEE THAT THE POOR MAN HAS EQUAL
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tion of last week wherein that paper
the Paducah district, the Rev. J. If's croft, of this city, was aboard the
TO THE RICH MAN, BECAUSE UNCLE SAM PUTS THE U. S. A.
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purported to have interviewed Mr.
boat
at
the
time
remembers
aud
well.
Roberts, was sent to 'the Jackson cisSTAMP
OVER THE NECK OF EVERY BOTTLE. I HAVE NOTHKummer and pubblislied that be said
the great ard unfortunate event.
supply of thcLe remedies now.
.
ING IN BULK, IN BARRELS OR JUGS TO REFILL THESE BOTthe
Frisco
line was going to build to
Major Ashcraft was seventeen
Following are the appointments:
TLES, THEREFORE EVERY BOTTLE THAT IS EMPTIED, THE
this city from their present terminus
..Paducah District—J W. Blackard, years of age at the time. and was reSTAMP
AS WELL AS THE LABEL IS SCRATCHED BEFORE ANat
JOppa
right
away. Mr. Kummer
presiding e'der; 'Broadteny church.' turning to his home in BraWdentsurg, saidb
OTHER BOTTLE IS OPENED; THUS WE OPEN A FRESH BOTthe statements were unauthorLouforty
is
which
miles
Ky.,
below
Padtscah, T J.- Nege.1„Trinehe
TLE EVERY TWENTY (2o) MINUTES.
ized, nothing was known about the,
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street, W. W, Armarone; Third, isville. Hisnbrothitr, Mr. Marks
REMEMBER THAT MY PRICES FOR PURE WHISKY (GUARproposed extension, and that he was
Nashville,
Ashcraft,
Tents,,
of
at
presDRUGGIST
Street, Peter J. Fiddle; City Mission,1
ANTEED
BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
misquoted
throughout.
ent,
was clerk on the craft which ran
•
T. J. Owen: Paducah circuit, J. W.:
Lounevilje
between
Orleans
and
New
SIXTJ-I AND BROADWAY
Wardlow; Wbodville, W. B. Hamilton; Milhurn, H. C. Stewart; Bard- and was loaded with people.
Wins First Prize.
TELEPHONE 63.
Sunday word was received here by
well and Wickliffe, W. D. Pittens;! /At the early morning hour mensteamer, the high officials
Barlow. R. E. Brossfield; Spring Hill,1 tioned, fire broke out on the
on,the Illinois CenS. T. Jewell; Clinton, /- D. Hasnilsi which was quickly enveloped in tral general inspection train that the
FOR THE SAME AS YOU WOULD PAY FOR ARTIFICIAL COM
ton; Clinton circuit, R. W. Newsom;:flames, The pilot headed her to the Louisville division again got the prize
POUNDED
OR RECTIFIED WHISKY; WHY DRINK THE POISONWing°. R. S. Kinoon; Mayfield, C. A. shore, but before he could reach bank for having the beet mile of track of
OUS STUFF WHEN YOU CAN GET PURITY AT THE
over
10Q had jumped overboard and any on the
entire system. This makes
Waterfieltil; Mayfield circuit, J. A.
at- the seventh or eighth
Moody:` Arlington, C. B. Gideon; were drowned. Major Ashcraft
consecutive
FOR
Arlington circuit, W. A. Cook; Oak tributes fiis escape from death to the year this division ha sgotten this first
time
mention. The mile of superior track
Level, j. G. Ricketts; Briensbarg, J. fact that he did not wake up in
leap overboard, but just about the is on the 25.4mile stretch between
REMEMBER EVERYTHING IN MY HOUSE IS UNION, MY FURIt Womble: Lovetaceville., W. A. to
moment the steamer struck bank. His Louisville and West Point.
NITURE IS MADE BY UNION WORKMEN; MY
Watts: Sedalia, C. S. Rice.
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Memphi• Disnriet—R. H. Mahon, escape was then easy. but as
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pants and shirt on. It was 'wiry quiet, o'clock a party of bunters near Barnue. C. Ft .Martin; Pennsylvania areMY ASSISTANT IS A UNrON BARKEEPER; MY PORTERS ARE
and the balance rescued had low City, Ballard county, flagged the and suitings for Fall and Winter.
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Ilse- J. C Cannady: Harris Memorial, to stand on the river blink, nearly moraine passenger train due in here
UNION AND THE UNION LABEL HANGS OVER THE BAR.
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watch it grow.
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'OLD-TIME METHODS.
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THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.

Louisiana Body of Water About
Which There Is an Indian
Teachings Which Have Become Part Cv•
' *When I was a young feller I 'most
of the Practice in Every
Legend.
,'. S. DEAN.
.gen'rally wore out my overalls at the
House-hold.
Lake Ca-ta-on-la, the sacred lake of
knees an' my calluses was all on my
Tee
was asleep.
hands," remarked the old man to the
The work of the Countess Oyama
inclined to wake the Indians, lies ensconced, as it were,
farm assistant. "Now, I take notua, and other Jeeanese women in organ- bin
thought consider- in the deep solitude of the foreet
when there's any patchin' to be done it's izing the hoseltal service of Tokio and a'
which skirts the Attakapas prairie us
ok upstairs to his
on the seat of a man's britches an'the the various eocieties for aiding the
totten which floor the east aide of the Teche at about
mat of the wear an' tear seems to come Japanese erne Is distinguished for its it s.
cc could toll by the nine miles from the town of St. Mar
oe his head. It's all labor-sae in' inven- splendid spire; and its modern meth- flume.
tinville. The beauty of its stenery
•
doors.
tIons—contrapshuns to save a feller od.
Anyone who has watched and
At ties tn.rd landing he stopped to and its picturesque landscapes have
trouble. S'pose it's all right, but it ain't admired it, rays Youth's Companion,
probably no equal in the state, says
regain his breath.
the way I was raised. Look at you, will take up v. ith amused wonder a re"Tired," he muttered, as he tilted the New Orleans States. Its waters
now."
cent book—the translation of the pre- his opera hat to the back of his head have the transparency of crystal, and
"What's the trouble with me, Uncle cepts of a Jepanese sage, which for
"These hotels are like Jacob's ladder its depth averages from 90 to 100
Dave?" asked the assistant.
feet.
generations have been the foundation when it. comes to stair climbing."
"Well, you may be all right; I don't of feminine tr lining in Japan.
The word Ca-ta-ou-la means the la!ze
Suddenly his eye was arrested by
say you ain't," said the old man. "On'y
The book it-elf is not now much the daintiest pair of _shoes he had of ntcrifice. The following legend, as
when you came to my son's huntin' a used, but its t etchings have become a
ever seen. Dick advanced for a closer dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
lob %that did you do? You got out that part of the practice of every Japanese
narrative of the death of Jephthati e
inspection.
there diplomy you got from the state household.
"A girl with a foot like that," he daughter, gives us the origin of that
agricultural college an' commenced
"The worst infirmities that afflict apostrophized, "must be perfect. ee name.
gae.sin' about centrifugal separators an' the female," eeys the sage, Kaibara
The Tetimetchec Indians, beine
dream of a foot! I should like to
electric stimplation of plant life an' nu- Ekken, "are iedocility, slander, jealthreatened
with dire calamity, the na
tritive ratios an'permanganate o' potash ousy and silliness, 'Deice Infirmities know that girL I've never seen any. tare of whish we know not, their
thing
prettier
thee
those
little
eluseal*
an' such like. An' John, 'stid o' sizin' are found in teven 4e dal out of
Next day he made friends with prayerrnen consulted their oracles, and
you up to see whether you was stout every ten wone e and !tom them arise
more
waiters before breakfast and were informed that to propitiate the
enough to do a good man's work an'find- the Inferiority
- omen to men."
lunch
time
than he had previously met great Manitou and to avert the mime
-In' out whether you knew enough to
He boldly y
Jae doctrine of the In years of travel—until he found the 'y a fair maiden of the tribe was to
teed a cow 'thole fpunderin' it an' keep wife's obedienee on an impregnable
be sacrificed to the cruel god and her
right one.
ember elite see 'sent after the mail,iisks ground. "Such is the stupidity
soul
drowaed In the placid waters of
of
Then
he
who
learned
"she" was.
you if you can run a gasoline engine an' woman's character." he says, "that
it At three tables' distance Dick Mostyn Lake Ca-ta-ou-la.
what experience you've had with soil is incumbent on h. r in every particThe beautiful Atsta-la. the fair
-analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job. ular to distruzt ht....elf and obey her capitulated to the charms of Miss daughter of the chief,
offered herself
Beryl
Forney
the
evening
same
at
There ain't to farm hands any more. husband."
as a willing victim to eropitiate the
dinner.
She
was,
even
prettier
than
There's engineers an' biologists an'
The system of rewards and punish- he had imagined she would be—from Great Spirit.
•chemists an' electricians, but there ain't ment for women extends over
Dressed in all the finery and picthis life her shoes.
ao farmers."
and the life to come, and maintains an
turesqueness of apparel of an Indian
In
the
buffet
Dick
later
contrived
on
"It's different, that's all," said the as- ingenious balance. "A woman
must to give Ferney pere the Impression— princess, she repaired to the lake In
- etstant. "We get the crops just the look on her husband." says
Kaibara, afterwards communicated to Ferney whose waters she was to find a watery
- mune, but we do it easier."
"as if he were heaven itself, and never mere—that 'he was a nice young fel grave, followed by the weeping maid"That's the p'int I'm makin'," said weary of thinking how
she may Yield low."
ens and the stern warriors of the
the old man. "You do it easier. You set to her husband, and
thus escape celesOfficial
introduction
followed
in
the tribe.
• ea a • self-harvester-binder-threster- tial castigation."
She glided in her light canoe on the
drawing-room. She seemed shy at
Sacker an' go through a field o' grain
Kaibara disapproves for woman in. first, but any pretty girl would with a waters of the lake until she bad
"Mout doin' a lick more'n pushin' a but- dulgence in the
pleasures of the the- mother and a lorgnette hovering in reached the middle of the stream, and
ton or pullin' a lever, an' then you ater, of
music, of wine, and even of the vicinity.
with her eyes upraised and hands exthink you're smart because you done it tea. Curiously
enough, he would not • When Dick had switched off the tended toward the heavenly manskm
easy. Look at you. I c'd wriustle you. have her
very religious, and this for paternal conversation, and Mrs. Yet' o: the great Manitou, she offered him
eollar 'n elbow, or any holts you like a reason
which no Christian would be ney had gone to finish a letter, he ano ber youth and her ere blood as a
an' wipe the ground with you, as old as I likely to
guess—a kind of conjugal Beryl got on well enough,
sacrifice to propitiate him and to
am. I could lick you with one hand tied jealousy
of heaven! -The wife." he
avert
the calamity that threatened her
they
eefore
parted
he
had
learned
behind me. I bet I can pitch two loads says, "must
not enter into an irrever• that rubles were her favorite stone people.
of hay afore you could one—but you'd ant
familiarity with the gods."
With radiant smile she teen turned
that she thought the "Veronique
rig up • derrick an' a portable autoThis is a highly oriental view of waltz
the shore of the lake where
toward
prettiest
dance
the
music
this
ineaUc hay fork an' save time an' do it woman's
place in the scheme of things. season, that she never missed
a char- enelt the weeping maidens. She wavel
mister. Time! Ain't you got ail the time Yet no
one who knows the best Jap- ity ball,
ard that she intended "shop- her hand gently to them, bidding them
there is? You git out an' saw wood in anese
women can doubt that, whether ping for
an eternal adieu, and plunged Into its
mother" next afternoon.
o' gettin' a steam engine to do it, tecause
of Kaibara's teaching, or in
Dick also "shopped" that day, and eaters, to be seen no more
en' your back'll be the better for it.
spite of it, they are • lovely type of
Supersititous persons assert lbat
the pleasure of meeting was naturally
Pomp water for the stock an' let the
gracious, gentle, vigorous, loyal,
even to this day in ernes of great
"quite unexpected" on both sides.
wind do the work the Lord intended an'
achieving womanhood.
They may
Nor did Beryl seem to mind Dick's calamity and misfortune, when the
you'll raise some muscle on your arp
have been slaves in the past, but they
compliments. They had a ring of sin- moon spans the sky and shines serene
Pitch your own hay an'
a chest on were always charming
slaves.
Now cerity about them that both pleased Au the high heavens, streaking wish
you; holler &crest a ten-acre field an'imthat new Japan Is setting them free,
silvery fringe the gentle ripples ot
and charmed her.
prove your lungs, instil o' settin' down
their liberty has not destroyed their
So a telephone."
They were often together in the the lake, a shadowy form is seen gadcharm, but enhanced it.
days that followed, and each night eig on its waters in a light canoe, with
"You aren't against the use of maDick walked upstairs to his rooms hands extended heavenward, and- they
ehinery. are you, Uncle Dave?" asked
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED, after he bad finished his last cigar. say that all at once, uttering a will
the assistant.
Thee* dainty shoes on the third floor and unearthly shriek, the shadowy
'No. I ain't &gin machinery. That'.
all right up to a certain p'int, but the And It Wasn't Anything in the landing appealed to his sense of the form plunges headlong into the watery
Reading Line, But Somepint is that you're rennin' it into the
artistic. Besides, be was mach in and disappears. while the terror-strkkea denizens of the forest answer the
ground. Look at the ddveresements In
Love,
thing to Bat.
the papers. All of 'em to save trouble
"Don't you think." he said to Beryl shrieks with howls and lugubrious beatWith a bunch of Ottawa people who one evening, "that small things fre- ings.
(My waste time stroppin' a razor? Who
From that time Lake Ca-men-he be'
trouble to cook? Use the self-actin'this took In the Topeka state fair the quently shape one's destiny?"
en' the already-prepared that' an' the other day were a visiting missionary
suppoee they do, sometimes," alse came the sacred lake of the Indians.
Webermatic Vother. Don't fool away and an old gentleman who was very replied.
and every year they repaired to thls
chawin' your vittles; eat the pre- deaf, and who had never seen a bill
"I'm quite sure of it," said Dick. em- spot to propitiate the great hianiteu
digested health food that will save you: of fare used in a hotel, relates the phatically. "For instance, I fell in with theft offerings and eserifices. Into
eticmmick trouble. Don't use the legs Kansas City Journal.
love with yen before I saw you, and—" Its crystalline waive they plunged
The preacher took occasion to disthat you've been welkin' with; ride, an'
"I didn't know—" she began, with a themselves to get cleansed of their
Olive the wear an' tear on 'em, or stay
tribute a variety of religious tracts pleased little blush.
moral and physical impurities; into its
St home an' press a button or write a through the coaches, and the old gen
"No; I hadn't told you in eo many sacred waters they dipped their amuposteard an' have what you want tlernan, being unable to take part in words, but you must have seen It all lets and arrows to avert approaching
brought to you. We kin furnish you any. the conversation, acquired a collection along, darling," said Dick, and there calamities and to protect themselves
thin' you've a mind to mention quicker of the literature and assiduously was no one to see him when he kissed against the devices of the evil spirit
ea' cheaper an' easier than you kin do perused It throughout the trip.
He who could not make this yearly
He her.
tt yourself by the old-fasbionsd meth- Was fairly well sated with religious
"lee so romantic, darling," be said. ellgrimage felt despondent and we
-ode. Ain't that it? You bet it is.
lore on arriving at his destination.
"But I did. Two dear little shoes out- happy, ane his inability to follow the
"I tell you If this !dee of havin' everyThe first care of the hungry etzeur- side a certain door on the third floor others in the saintly jeurollY bodied
thin' done easy en' without trouble sionista on reaching the capital city landing captivated me. and I fell in bun no good.
goes on there won't be no use of hien', was to secure dinner, and they re- love with the owner on the spot, for
If while performing his immiesien
an' we'll all git to be the orneriest, tri- paired in a body to one of the
In the lake one should happen to
princi I knew she must be an angel."
illin'est, shiftlemeet set o' people on the pal hotel. The old gentleman was
"I'm not an angel." said Beryl, al- drown, his memory was ezeerateeLand
thee of the airth. That's my judgment.
bviously out of his class. It was eve most tearfully, as a deep blush rouged his death was considered the judgbe mistaken an'it may be all right Gent that he was a little bewildered her cheek.
ment of the great Manitou as an atone-4e take life easy, but that ain't my no- by the unfamiliar usages of
"But I think you are, dearest," said ment for the crimes committed by
a modern
tion of it. I don't feel natural with a hotel, but he made his
him.
pray with the Dick. And there's no doubt he did.
let o' machinery seven' an' cultivatin' others through the
Next day Beryl was confined to her o The lake is stilt called Ca-te-oo-la.
fair-time press and
an tiepin' an' marketire an' snortire secured a
room with a severe headache. Dick's the lake of sacrifice, but the greet
seat at one of the tables.
an' puffin' an' exploclin' all over the
lie appeared to be surprised as he agitation was pitiable. Beryl was evi- hianiton, like his Indian worshipers,
piece. Life wasn't meant to be too easy
seated himself.
"Pears like we're dently too ill even to scribble an an- le now a thing of the pest.
There ain't no satisfaction to me to do I(S)
early—there ain't no vittles on tbe swer to his endearing messages.
anythin' if it's too blame easy. I like
Then he heard she had been outFrost Makes Pat Turkeys.
table," he remarked to a companion
to go up against a hare proposition an'
"Cold weather makes fat turkeys,"
As he didn't hear the reply It is un- Dick was at once a prey to all the
beat it out. I don't want a machine depanxieties which beset a lover. She said the poulterer.
necessary to repeat It here.
utized to do my fightln' for me an' set
"Why?"
"Order, sir," perfunctorily jerked at must be purposely avoiding him. But
back in an easy chair an' watch it done
"Because in a warm fall the ground
verworked waiter, pawing behind why?
I'll use my head with the next man, but
Dick
about
for
waited
soft, the vegetation lingers on
hours
keeps
in
like
hint
and
submitting
the
printed
menu'
I want to use my hands, too, an' the rest
Ms voice was inaudible to the man ly places. Even the dainty shoes had and the Selds are full of worms and
-o' my body. By jinks. they've even got
with the auricular handicap. who con disappeared from the third floor land' 'Mtge What's the rllirult? The result
•contraptions for makin'flab in'easy.
lag.
is that the tuelley-s, from sunrise till
rupttiously waved the paper aside.
"I don't want to sit on a traction enAt last, when reduced to the depths dark, tramp the tempting fields on long
Puzzled,
the
knight
of
the
trier
gine to do my plowin'. I want to have
of a young man's despair, he found forages, eating the worms and bugs,
my two flats aholt of the plow handle, palmed on, and shortly had an appe- her hiding in a corner of
the drawees- which thin them, and walking all their
t;zing
array
of
viands
spread
on
both
an' feel as If I was a-rippin' the sod up
room. A glance told him she had soft and fine flea/ Into tough, stringy
:lento
and
Opposite
to
our
friend
se
myself. I want to straddle the clods
been crying.
muscle.
an' cuss at the hors - au' dodge the enfortunately ignorant of the conven
"What does this mean?" he asked,
-A cold fall, with early frosts and
stumps and in other'whys work my body
freezes the ground and kills
tenderly,
snows,
and
before
she
could
run
To the sensation of hunger was add
as well as my bead. I want to push the
away he had firm hold of her little the bugs. Then the turkeys are not
ed
a
growing
measure
of
wrath
as
tht
saw an' swing the ax. an' shoulder the
hands. "Why have you been playing tempted to wander. They loaf in the
sacks o' taters an' hoist 'em into the cid man noted the astonishing fact hide and
seek and making me miser- farmyard. gorge an abundance of
Neuron. I'm a man an' not jest a swell- that everybody In the room but him
able? And why have you bees cry- groin, and put on flesh like a middleeel'
appeared
to
be
supplied
with
food
beaded thinkin' machine—or I used to
aged woman at a seashore hotel.
He began to glare and, his condltiet ing, darling?"
"But In a warm fall, hunting the ir"0,
can't tell you, Dick!" and
"It's just a case of 'used to be' all leing suddenly discovered by the heal
resistible bug, the turkeys do their 16
the
soft
glow
of
the
shaded
made
lamp
waiter,
that functionary struck tht
*round." said the assistant.--Chicago
miles regularly, and become athflag of dignity and hastened to per- the tear drops in her eyes more beau- or 20
Daily News.
letes. For athletic turkeys there is no
sonally attend to the neglected guest tiful than jewels..
Dick drew her closely to him public demand."
London to Borne Wires.
"Your order. sit!"
Tete-a-tete between Loudon and
And again a bill of fare was thrust "What dreadful thing is it?" he asked,
,The Lawyer.
Home, 1,100 miles apart, is the latest berme the exasperated old gentleman coaxingly. and with mock seriousness.
Now, guese who It is that takes an
"It's—It's
the
shoes,
and
Dick!"
she
telephone revelation. Prof. Majorams
The latter grasped it and tore it up.
oath "whereby be invokes God's help
cried gents. on his shoulder.
"has invented the microphone for use Then he roared:
"Well, darling, what &beset them/ that he may do no falsehood nor conwith the telephone, whereby experts
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
•of London and Rome have already want to read; I want something to Haven't I said they were the Sweetest sent to the doing of any In court; that
he may not wittingly or willingly prolittle shoes in the world?" held disjointed
conversation.
To eat!"
mote or sue any false, groundless or
"Yes, that's the trouble."
-establish telephonic communication be"Trouble? Why? They Were yours, unlawful suit, nor give aid or con
tween the two cities is said to be
Got Back at Him.
sent to the same; that be may delay
perfectly simple, provided the connectAlgrrnon---I heah that you anal weren't they?"
no man for lucre or malice, but that
"Well,
they
can't
are
butt
gel
mine,
ing wires are thick enough. It is Claerence had an alehcation lawst
he may conduct himself with all good
them
en.
silly
Youb
a
see,
It's
fashion
Sterol, a question of money. In tele- night and he called
otth evahwyto take tiny shoes about with you to fidelity." Guess who lakes that oath.
phoning long distances sections of wire think
But you would never gnem It in the
are used, which are effective for interPerrival—Yaw'but I got even with make people think-0, Dick, I feel
world. It is the lawyer—Kansas (My
mediate points, but perhaps not sub him, deah boy. I called him noth- ashamed."
Times.
was
"And
that
yeti
me,
avoided
why
etantial enough for the entire dis- ing, (toucher know.—Chlcago Daily
little goose?"
tance. Falling the necessary subste News.
Not In That Cass.
"Remember, you said you fell in
teflon of thicker wiree the alternayou believe that if one perRe—Do
love with my shoes."
tive is the use of the microphone,
metropolitan Ways.
son gives another a pair of scissors
you."
saw
before
"But
was
I
that
which makes It possible to hear words
Visiting
Salesman—Pretty
slow
It will cut their friendship?
"And now?" she asked, softly.
transmitted over the thinner .wires. town, this.
She—Not if it's a nice little pair of
"Why, now I should
•' you
Reddesit (of Bridgewater)—Ok not
The longest distance for effective toile
silver selesers with say tatieogrum OIL
even
if
zee
wore
•,
"
• •,
• ,
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OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and best
Marshal/ County; Paducah, Ky.,,
excursion 'out of Paducah.
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114.
Old Phone 303,

I$8.00 for the Round

Paducah
Trip to 1 ennessee river
Steam Dye Works and return.
ire
If you want yuur

,thes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line ef samples for tints
Suite made to order.

in the city.
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Office s53
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It is a trip of pleaserc. comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
gocd rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Pia
Roger, superintendent; Frank 1..
Brown, agent.
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Unfortunate Coincidence.
Beggar—Please give something ter a
pore man wet lost his arm in a railway
accident.
Jones—You're a fake. It's your right
arm that appears to be gene now,
yesterday it was your leftBeggar—Well, boss, you see I got
concussion o' the brain in the same ac
rideni, find it need me so I can't never
remember which arm's gone!—Cleveland Leader.
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Will

practice in all courts of Kaes
tucky and Illinois.
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DENTIST.
• Can It Be?
Magazine Pnblisher—Well,
First
Office over Globe Bank and Time
whom do you expose In this month's
Co., 326 Broadway.
Issue?
OM'
Second Magazine Publisher—We're
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.'
sort of making a novelty of this
•
(Homeopathist)
month's issue.
First Magazine Publisher—How's
Office. 306 Broadway—Phone Mk
that?
Second
Magazine Publisher—We
Residence, Sip Broadway.
don't expose anybody.—Chicago Bun
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Phone 140.
Iiimplioity of Science.
Student—I learn that there are cues
In which people have bad from childhood an uncontrollable desire to eat Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
soap. What is the cause for that?
Learned Professor—They are victime
of sappessornanhe
Stndent—Um—what does sappeemoPHYSICIAN,AND SURGEON.
manta mean?
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity ,Bufiding.
eat
Learned Professor—A desire to
soap.—N. Y. Weekly.
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"What Fort"
A young lawyer who always tries te
appear busy and prosperous went out
061000PAT
for awhile, leaving on his door a card
neatly marked:
Phone zg6, 400
"Will be back In an hour."
On his metro he found that some ea
lions rival had Insert • • underneath;
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Simple Band Is Known as "Elephieto's" and Brings Misfortune
EATISg.CTORY RESULTS OF EXto Dynasty.
P
IHENTS IN FRANCE.
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Young Enthuslaatia Artist (info.
cently)—I presume, Mos Pltsdook, you
Int?
Miss Fitzdook (indignantly, misaplying his remark)—Sir, do you intend
o insult—
Young Artist (very mach embarrassed)-0h,'pon my word, HIM Fitzdook,
on't think for a moment I alluded to
he paint on your face.—Tit-Bits.

mois

en ra

This is the true story of a discouraged and wrecked humorist. The victim has recovered entirely and counts
There is always a distinction and a It as one of the fortunate things of his
life that, as a funny man, he was shipCorrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
DiunaKe from Storms Absolutely sort of pride in possessing something
which no one else has, even if that wrecked early.
Checked in Localities Where
student
was
a
ago
there
A few years
-something is reputed to be a dispenser
South Bound.
Firing Has Been
NO. tor
No. 103
No. 121
of misfortune and history can show in one of the leading universities for
Done.
facCincinnati
of
the
Leave
part
8:20
a.m.
unthiaking
6:oo p.m.
who
the
that the- possessor is sure to get into
Missed Something.
I.eave Louisville
12:20 p.m.
ulty—any university has some profess7:25a.m.
9:40 P.m.
The cannon defense against hall trouble through it. Until very re- ors not guilty of thinking much—preAdam was showing Eve the beautiful Leave Owensboro
6:3o p.m.
*e:ooa.m.
cently
the
Spanish
royal
family
was
forms the subject of a report to the
dilated what they called a brilliant fu- -ights in the garden of Eden.
Leave Horse Branch
12:08 a.m..
it:o5a.m.
3:40 P.m.
state department by United States in this unenviable position and this ture. The young man heard of what
"How do you like it, dear?" he asked Leave Central city
3:55 P.m.
1:o3 a.m,
.12:30p.mh
lasted
of
the
from
middle
about
the
Consul Covert at Lyon, France. The
"It's too lovely fOr anything," she Leave Nortonville
they said and believed it, too.
r:4G am.
t:2Sa.m
4:37 P.m.
Hail Cannon society of Limas has sixteenth century until after the time
wit. He said, "but I am sorry about one Leave Evansville
college
known
as
the
He
was
p.m.
of
the
4:40
Spanish-American
war.
the
use
of
prepared a report on the
pieces for the thing!"
Leave Hopkinsville
I :2oa.M.
This unique but unfortunate posses- wrote alleged humorous
cannon during the past year. The re"What is that?"
college
publications, and when he
Leave Princeton
5:25 p.m.
sion
2:27 a m.
is
an
than
2:35p.m.
nothing more or less
port deals with the experience of 28
"l'have no friends to send souvenir
made speeches at college dinners his
Arrive
Pecluesh
6:40
Innocent
wonder•
-looking
rather
but
p.m.
3:40
a
.m.
4:isp.m.
cannon-firing societies, which used 462
were convulsed Every one postal cards to!" she answered with a Leave
ful ring, and because it Is reputed to auditors
"Paducah
6:45 .in.
3:45 a.m.
4:20P-m.
cannon in a number of storms. It ars
seemed
to
like the youngster—whose dry sob.—Chicago Tribune
be
the
been
Arrive
Fulton
carrier
has
of
ill
luck
it
.in.
4:50 a.m.
7:53
wars OVA during the 15 years prior
might be McAndrews, although
name
dubbed "Mephisto's ring." In appear- ,
Arrive Gibbs, Teen.
8:31 p.m.
5:17 a.m. •
His Last Beat.
•
to the -use of cannon the losses from
it isn't.
ance
it
maris
ordinary
similar
Arrive
to
an
Rives
8:39
p.m.
The
5:23
clitor
of
a.in.
the
Punkville
Pesti$3,088,000,
and
ball ametunted to about
hicAndrevni was all the more popular
riage band of solid gold with the ex7:15 a.m.
.......
.
that during the five years in which
because he was working his way lence had stood the taunts of the vile Arrive Jackson
ception that it is set with a large and
10:30 pm.
8:15 a.m.
cannon have been in use in the same
through college. He had lived most of opposition as long as he could. He Arrive Memphis
perfect emerald, the center of which
11:00 a.m.
8:15
8:3op.m.
territory the losses were but $169,412.
his life in New Jersey. One day he finally armed himself and waited on Arr;ve New Orleans
has been hollowed out and contains
During the year 1904 the same cornwas approached for a contribution for his loathsome contemporary.
"Vanua the editor?" he shoutsd, as
North -Bound.
munes sustained no losses whatever, a ruby so cut as to fit exactly. Around an athletic fund.
No. 102
No um
.•
No. ts
these at the edge of the emerald are
He frankly said he hadn't any money the otriee boy opened the door.
a fact attributed entirely to use of
Leave New Orleans
7:10
p.m.
,
`;',
9:15
a.m.
i,•••••...as
"He's dead. Shot himself last night." Leave
cannon. The writer of the report alternately set pearls and diamonds of to spare, but he would give a public
Memphis •
6:50
.••“••.,
about the size of pin heads.
"Scooped
again,
by
snakes!"—Clevehumorous lecture in the town hall if
says:
Leave Jacicson, Tenn.
a".
o:
:ro p.m.
I. . . }. i8
Although this ring is said to be the university would rally round him.' land Leader.
"We base our confidence in the
Leave Rives
9.42 am,
e:42
t i7:58 p.m.
•..
quite
wonderful
valuable
and
to
have
a
When he announced that his subject
efficacy of the firing on the fact that
Leave Gibbs
9:48 a.m.
t'l 9:15 p.m.
e
history attached to it, no one can be would be "New Jersey—travels in an
On the Pike.
e
the thunder and lightning ceased, the
ltonah
Leave P
F-auduc
ro:ro a.m.
12:35 arm.
6:ooa.m.,
take
to
Hodrick—Plunger
is
a
wise
found
in
Spain
who
is
willing
one.
He
was
unknown and foreign land," there
wind abated and the clouds disapsr :ao a.m.
Is going to build a road tavern' and call Arrive
r :43 a.m.
It even as a gift, and this because it an immediate promise to rally.
7:40a-mpeared under the firing of the cannon,
Leave Paducah
It the "Garage."
"Idephisto's
Is:25
x:411
a.m.
is
universally
known
what
7:5oa.xn.
am.
,
And
rally
did.
Word
snow
that
university
soft
and a mild fall 'of rain and
Van Albert—Where is the wisdom in Arrive Princeton
ring" means.
12:39 p.m..
9
3:
:40
03 at.m.M.
9:29a.n2was passed around that it was going
—"b.. succeeded. These facts are undenia
Arrive Hopkinsville
•
This evil ornament came into Span- to be a great show. The glee club was that?
ble."
Rodrick—Why, he's going to cater Arrive Evansville
ish possession at the time of the reign called upon to rehearse grinds on New
6
3
1:
:
:5°
28
25 im.1:11.m.
m.a.:.
:05351
: 555
5 aaaaa....7.
83715::4
19
The report reviews the results of
of Philip IL, but how no one seems Jersey in general and on McAndrews to ths automoLile class. When a man Arrive Nortonville
ro:35a.m.
fie firing in 28 storms during the
tells Ws wife be had to stop at the Arrive Central City
to
know.
History
tells
that
during
the
2:05
a.m.
11:30a.m.
p.m.
particular.
In
4:30
months of April, May, June, July and
reign of this monarch and those of
3:00 p.m.
z2:55p.m.
There was a large advance sale of garage she won't be suspicious.—Chi- Arrive Horse Branch
September. The results are generally
cago News.
his
Philip
successors,
Philip
III.
and
Arrive
Owensboro
tickets.
McAndrews
rose
to
the
occap.m.
4:55
thunder
4:55P.m.
he same—cessation of the
IV., the country was slowly but surely sion.. He worked early and late is
Arrive Louisville
5:35 p.m.
4:55P-111and lightning, dispersion of the clouds
An Unpleesant Experience.
on the decline. This ring was in the writing funny things into the lecture
Arrive Cincinnati
9:15 p.m
and a slight fall of rain and snow.
.
"Come
now,
c:z.in,"
gushed
the
possession of all these kings. From
He calloted all the alleged humorous
Where no cannon were used the hall
the reign of Philip IV. to that of things ever printed about New Jere*, bestcss, "you must take the baby."
fell and caused serious damages. "The
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
"Not for me, ma'am," protested the
Charles IV. the ring cannot be traced, and rewrote them as his own. Ha
communes not defended by cannon
Bound
(North
(South sound.)
but it then again springs into exist picked out all the peculiarly named gruff old sea captain. "I ain't used to
suffered enormously." In speaking of
No. 305. No. 375.
No. 306. No. 374,
ence, and history tells of the din places in the state, such as Hohokus, that sort of thing."
One storm the report says:
-Oh! but you must. I want you to Lv. Paducah.... 12:40p.m. 4:2op.ukI,v. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m. 9:40P-mbetween
estrous
ware
Spain
and
Eng
and
made
them
the
scenes
of
the
"This storm was literally arrested
see how heavy be is."
hr. Carbondale.. 4:25p.m. 8:40p.m. Lv. Chicago.... 2:5o1.112. 6:2op.m.
land during the time of the last-named things he talked about.
at the east on the boundaries of the
"Excuse me! I held a baby once and Ar. Chicago
7:o5a.m.
5:30a.m. 8:05.1J111.Lv. Carbondabe.
monarch.
Mciindrews
wasn't
entirely
satisfied
tiring. In the northwest and a little
It got — er — seasick."—Philadclphis Ar. St. Louis
the
II:001.10.
Philip's
son,
who
ascended
8:o5p.m.
Next
7:08a.m.Ar.
witli
gthe
words
he
Paducah....
wrote
and
soon
de3:35P-mdistance from the cannon a hurricane
Spanish throne as Ferdinand III., Is eded that he must fortify them. He Press.
swept over the country with violence,
taken prisoner by Napoleon and the got an old brick and pounded it up
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
everywhere causing great damage.''
Arrogance.
Spanish throne is given to the brothei fine. Then be took some white sand,
pages
several
contains
report
The
(South Bound.)
Bound.)
"What
do
of
the
trust
you
think
(North
of the French emperor. Than comet that he got from a saloonkeeper, and
on the storm of July 22, 1904, which
136-836
122-822
problem?"
rot-8ot
135-835
Ferdinand',
C-arlist
under
tne
rebellion
it
with
mixed
the
pulverized
brick.
He
caused great damage In some parts of
"It
becoming
is
more
difficult
than
6:20p.m.
9:45a.ite
Chicago
.
6
:4cra.m.
Lv.
:2oa
rrs.
Hoplcinsville
I/
Lv.
daughter. Isabella IL. and the banish
bottled the mixture, sorted the bottles
the country not protected b; the can.
molt of Queen Christina; the war wit!' and labeled them as samples of New ever," answered Senator Sorghum, Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a.m. LI,. St. Louis .. 9:40p.m. 2:15tern.
non. This hurricane caused incalcuthe Moore; the banishment of Queen Jersey soil, to be passed around in the with a tinge of sadness in his tone Ar. Paducah.... 4:ISP.m. 9:25a.m.Lv. Cairo....... 6:ooa.m. 6:20p.m.
iable damage in 29 commanis. Two
"The trusts are g: awing so arrogant Le. Paducah....
elop.m.
Isabella In 1868; the general scenes audience.
7 90P.m. ce3oa.m.Ar. Paducah.... 7:4;a.m.
communes. Loeanne and Belmont,
that there is no telling whom they Ar. Cairo
II :10a.m.Lv. Paducah.... 7:soa.m. 8:r5p.m.
during
the
Something
more
was
of
anarchy
and
bloodshed
needed,
no
and
B:351
10
.
m.
• were entirety desolated, "but they had
erniam, er50p.m.
7:08a.m. 5:oopm.,Ar. Princeton
years of 1373 and 1874, and finally the be got some brown color flasks, filled will put off the pay roll next."—Wash. Ar. St. Louis
but a few cannon, one six and the
Ington Star.
it:oop.m.
them
with
Hopkinsville
Spain
and
her
solo
water
9:30p.m.Ar.
quailed,
between
and
labeled
8:osa.ro
them
Chicago
tr.
other eight. They are separated by
which resulted in the disastrous "Jersey Lightning—Ta.nglefoot Brand."
•
that
thweemstry
trees
A Deficient Lexicon.
•gTeq
These also were to be passed around.
Spantsh-Aznerican war.
Is presided with ceases." Tbe mayor
"The word 'graft' becomes more lbTrains marked thus (*) run dailty e xeept Sunday. All other trains run
To
add
a
commencement
finishing
time
of
the
of
touch
to
the
hithe
At
sleepers between Cincinnati,
of Leninist., who is the president of
DOI101111 to the public every day," said eitildy. Trains 103 and 104 carry tlaro ugh
"the recent war between Spain and the larity of I/mementos McAndrews had a
se:lc-ere citizen.
tk• seetety for defense against the
the
to
and
102 sleepers between Louisville,
trains
Orleans;
New
and
Memphis
United States this ring was presented map made. dividing New Jersey into
halt, wrote that his neighbors found
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum: Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between Padocats•
time districts, whic.i he called the
royal
family
to
s
by
the
Spanish
thentsd'ves upon the edge of the com"if many more of my distinguished ac- and St. Louis. For further inform.a ton, adtiress
church in the hope that having a re- Mosquito, Cranberry and Backwoods
munes where there was so defense
quaintauces become involved in It we'll
J. T. DONOVAN, Gene ral Agent, Paducah, Ky.
districts. Then he had stereopticoa
evil
its
owner
its
ligious
Institution
as
have to i•ife it we can't invent a more
against the hail and were usable to
•
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
views
made
of the mosquitoes, the life
would be averted. This did
mist a storm of such violence. He effects
it."—WasibinjO.o
size represectations of which ware as polite name for
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
toward
&lassies
its
nothing
inflations.
says: 'During the first few minutes
Star.
big
as
barn
doors.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
recepTor almost immediately after its
of the storm the firing was followed
The night of the lecture came. The
of
worG. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
tion
by
the
church
this
house
S.
Groceries and Repkrtee.
by the falling et a few soft halistoner,
university president and two-thirds of
ship
was
burned
to
the
ground,
and
C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
C.
-What is butter to-day?" asked the
and elerybody noticed, even In that
the faculty were present. Scores of
to
the
ring
was
thereupon
returned
customer.
possible
genera Aorta that the thunder and
well-known townspeople came. •
its donor.
"Butter is butter to-day," answered
lightning diminished as the firing conjudge
of
the
court
of
appeals
and
two
It
was
. then given to a museum, but.
the waggish grocer, with a shriek of
Menet% and that the ellsotnertion was
like the church, this was also destined supreme court justices in town came laughter.
caused by the cannon" In several
to receive harm, for it was twice (a also.
**Glad to hear it." said the other,
pineal all traces of vegetation disapFrom the moment McAudrews openthing
said never to happen) struck by
cheerfully; "the last I got here was
peared and the ceasternation was
The ring was again re- ed his mouth to say "according to the axle grease.--Cleveland Leader.
great in the wine-growing communes. lightning
Spanish royal family, latest census returns New Jersey conturned
to
the
The mayor of Belmont reports; that
where
it
remained
for some time. 'The tains 3,729 square miles, 148,7.6 chickOH, CRUEL FATE.
the firing was powerless in his comlast
defeat
of
the
Spanish army and en coops and 3,897.236,541 mosquitoes"
mune on account of the small number
navy is claimed to be due to this ring every one of his sentences was greeted
of cannon.
At present no one will take the re with laughter or audible chuckles. His
The report mentions several locailTHE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
sponsibility
of the ownership Of this stereopticon pictures caused shouts of
active,
ties where the firing was very
)0y.
jewel,
so
it
has
been
placed
In
a
strong
YOU CAN PAPER
ana it says the hail was checked when
IMAM BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.
His samples of the soil and Jersey
and secretly buried.
the firing commenced. In the eotinteY box
lightning were pained about eagerly
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND RORDLR TO MATCH
known as Arbresie there were, from
One of the tanglefoot bottles dialer.Explosive Gems.
all amounts. but few cannon in use.
It is not uncommon for a diamond peered and a staid doctor of divinity
FOR THE srALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOgad the destruction from hall was to explode DOOR alter
it reaches the on the faculty was accused of appro
PER
widespread and disastrous
surface; some have been known to pleating it. It was • night of great
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARi. SELLING AT 6 CENTS
In the great Beaujolais wine disfun,
and
at
its
close
McAndrews was
burst in the pockets of the misers es
/
4c PER SINGLE ROLL,
trict, where the country ''fairly brie
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY z1
when held In the warm hand, arid the besieged by scores with their congrat
tied With cannon," the farmers say loss
BEAUTIFUL
is the greater because large stonee ulationa.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND
that they found it necessary to Ore
The university president generously
are more liable to explode or fly In
only on the boundaries of the large
pieces than small ones.
Valuable said it was the most distinguished audDESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, 15C, 20C
vineyards, and that, as • rule, but
ience
assembled
in
that
town,
with
stones have been destroyed in this
very little firing occurred in the cenArtist—Did you take the picture round AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
way, and It is whispered that cunning the exception of one that George Wilter of the field. The consul says he
(healers are not averse to allowing re- liam Curtis once had. As a humorist to the exhibition?
NELL FFFECT, INGRATNE
has met a dozen or more large vine
Porter—Yes, sir. And they seemed TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA
sponsible clients to handle or carry in McAndrews was a howling success
growers who assort emphatically that
their warm pockets large crystals The entire university was sure of the very pleased with it, too.
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLX C"
they have not the remotest doubt of
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
Artist—Did they say anything?
fresh from the mine. By way of safe- brilliant future awaiting him.
the efficacy of the cannon to destroy
In that audience was a college girl
Porter—No, they only laughed.
ALL.
guard against explosion soineeilealers
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH.
the hail in the clouds and to torn it Imbed
the
chairman of the lecture (committee
large diamonds in raw potato
Into a mild rain.
A Mistaken Estimate.
COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECIS aN
to insure safe transit to England.— of a neighboring girl's college. She
The grafter seeks to lay great stress
"The use of cannon against the
too, caught the enthusiasm of the moLondon Chronicle.
rpon his cleverness intense,
.ball," says Consul Covert, "will un
pk.PASEBB FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEment and offered McAndrews the mu
When' usually his success
doubtedly continue in Frame until
niflcent
rum
Eclipse in Malta.
of $26 to come to lecture
Is due to barefaced impudence
SONS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
tome authority appointed by the gov—Washington Star.
An engineer who viewed the recent to the girls.
ernment that' assume control of the eclipse of the sun from his station in
He snapped it up as quickly as a
OP READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINEmbarrassed.
experiments dtnd demonstrate its tat- Malta thus describes the effect of the get-rich-quick man does early money.
Beryl—Was
Jack
much
embarrassed
potency, If such a thing be possible. darkness on the inhabitants of that is- It was like finding • gold mine.
SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
when he proposed to Miss Antique DOW
The tanners of Arbreele, where but land: "The Maltese nearly went mad
The girl chairman went home to
Goldthwaite?
•
few cannon were used, are preparing with fright, thinking the world was boom the lecture. She
PAPERS.• 4.1ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
advertised McSibyl—Well, I should say so.
to wage a more effective campaign coming to an end. All the people of Andrews as the renowned wit
of his
Beryl—I suppose he blushed and BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT ANDTheir the village where I am living ran into university, the coming
against the hall next year.
humorist of the stammered the way they all do?
president and the other tracers of their the church, while some rang the United States, the only
THE MONEY.
legitimate sucgib/I—Not at all. His was financial GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR
societies are .of the opinion that the church belle and some even fired off cessor tnat Mark Twain would
evei embarrassment.—Tit-Bits.
sole cause of their losses this year large squibs (something of the fire- have.
was the failure to use a sufficient works tribe, 1 mean), but it was all
The night of that lecture came on.
Proud of Her.
number of cannon."
over in about • quarter of an bout the lecture was given in the college
"There's another bride and groom off
and then the Maltese left the church chapel, one of those cold, blue places to Niagara falls," said the
ticket agent
The 'Strain of 'American Life.'
and made their way back to thee that are sometimes found in instituhis
shoulder
to
his
over
assistant.
April 16, 1888.—Speaking of the houses, still looking very
much tions established in the interest of
"How do you know they're bride and
"Strain of American life," W,
some religious sect.
viewed."
groom?"
clared that "every man is trying to
The college president sat on the plat"He asked for two tickets, 'one for
Called His Bluff.
outdo every other man—giving up.
form and hie face was grave. His me, and one for my wife.' "—PhiladelMiss Cutting—I have often wondered whole aspect
modesty, gleing up honesty, giving nil
seemed to say:
phia. Pa.
orneroeity, to do it; creating a war, why you have never dabbled in litera"Young man, this is a holy place.
A
A
every msn against every man; the ture, Mr. Glibb.
Lot no 'indite levity be attempted
Privileges Limited.
Mr. Glibb--eak, you flatter me, Miss here."
whole wretched business falsely keyed
Sharptongue—I am surprised to and
money-Ideals,
money-politics, Cutting.
by
lEcAndrews gave the lecture, and the you riding in a parlor car.
"Not at all!" said she. "If I could aufilence laughed
mons, relief one, money-en en."—"Wit b
just once.
Graben (railway hog)—Huh! I'd
Walt Whitman in Camden," in Cen- spin off fairy tales as easily as you
PADUk.AH, KV
Tiara later, when McAndrews came like to know why?
130 2..
40U11 11 1111RD ST,
can.I should certainly try to put
tury.
to know Mark Twain, he plucked up
8harptongue—No
matter
how
hard
them Into book form!"—Detroit Free
courage to write Mr. Clemens to know you try, you can't occupy but one seat.
Force of Habit.
Press.
if bewould look that lecture over and —N. Y. Weekly.
Aepording to the New York Sun, a
say whether there was really anything
Retail Graft
model
started
a
insane
asyphysician
"Well," said the optimist, "there are fuany in it. He got a letter In reply
Charity.
lum with a special ward for crazy
least two senators whe won't do any telling him to send it along.
at
"Remember," said the charity sharp,
chaeurs and motorists.
Ir. Clemens returned the manuscript "he giros twice whe gives quickly."
I don't see any patients," said s grafting this emelee."
later with the remark that it was
don't
know,"
"Oh.
I
growled
the
"In other words." rejoieed the mar.otss
to whom the automobile ward
pesahntat. "Therla both "IOW good." McAndrews then um ble-hearted man, "he gives twice as
confirmed
0112.
WWI
•
OW Sim UP all bore et being a much as the fellow who stops to think
" the physician replied. "they're make a pretty good retool( as
2111.
it over."--Chleallo Neva
Willage--"Cgichdlo
, 10an Ipildsis leo note Ishii*.Wale."
.
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POPULAR WANTS

NADINOL A

Young lady stenographer desires a
Miss Garvey Cenningham, of Maychange. Good references. Address
field, Ky., has returned home, after
The Compleii3n Beautifier 0. A., this office.
visiting Miss Peal Knight.
Mr. Williant 4Br-ant yesterday left
DOR RENT OR SALE-Resior a drumming trip through Missisdence at 837 Jefferson street, corner
sippi, Tennessee lotcl other places for
Ninth. Fifty-eight feet front. Posthe furniture factory.
Oess1011 December 1st.
Mir. Lon Jams, of Dukedom,
•
Tenn., was here ,
-_ esterday buying a
•
brick
FOR
RENT-Eight-room
REXALL CHERRY JUICE
•
big bill of goods i"rom the furniture
residence in West End, $3o per
factory for his lao c establishment.
COUGH SYRUP
'
month. Apply L. S. DuBois.
Miss Nettie Brown has returned
Broad
on
RENT-Storeroom
FOR
from
attending co.,7t at Nforganfield.
Is Guaranteed.
way near Seventh. Apply DuBctis &
Mrs. Wm. Reed yesterday returned
Price 25C and 5oc.
Kolb.
from attending zte conference at
Mlayfield.
Get a free sample at McPherson's
FOR SALE-One Buckis range,
Mrs. A. Z. Farley and child have
Drug Store.
- kr
water front; one kitchen cabinet
with
returned front visiting in Birmingand one Iceland refrigerator, all near,
ham, Ky.
ly new; cheap. Address L., this of.t's, • ,
Dr. Charles R. .Lightfoot has refice or ring phone 2136.
THE NADINOLA GIRL
turned from Carbondale, Ilk
Lawyer Mike Oliver is in Benton (Formerly advertised awl odd MI
FOR SALE-Chesp. Property on
on business.
SAIVISOLJI.
corner of Third and Ohio
northwest
'Mr. Robert Pare',h has returned
No change in formula or rizeliage. streets. Address H. Buck, no8 South
from a trip to Duv:
TIluff, Ark.
The name has only been charmed to Eleventh street, Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. MI. E. He:.
. Clinton, ar- av9id confusion, as we cannot aifor8
rived in the eity ye-c.
to have so valuable preparation for:InTuesday Morning, Nov. 21, 1905.
LOST OR STRAYED-A sorrel
14On. Given Campbell yesterday left fused with any other.) NADINCILA
r4 hands h'gh; one eye out;
horse,
The Palmer and is now at the home is guaranteed, and money will be reside of rump.
of his sister, Mrs. Floreoce Mocquot. funded in every case where it fails to sunken place on right
t (vie. S. Eleventh and
return
Finder
Mr. Lawrence Drake and wife, of remove freckles, pimples, lider-spots,
Indianapokis, Ind., yesterday return- collar disco/orations, black-heads, dis- be rewarded.
ed home, alter visiting the Misses and
TAKEN UP-Two bay mares hay
-Sunday was a damp and gloomy Messrs. Rieke, of Sixth and Ken- figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in 20 day. Leaves the sitin been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
day, a light rain falling most of the tucky avenue.
clear, soft, healthy, and restores sho of the Blandville road. They are 15
day. Yesterday was not so dsagreeMir. Robert L. Moore is in Murray
hands high. Owner call and get
able, there being some sunshine and attending the bedside of his siok beauty of youth.
Price so cts and Sim
Sold is them.
, no rain. Last , night was clear and fatiher, Mr, J. More.
each city by all leading druggists, or
cool, but the prediction for today is
Mr. and M. B. B. Linn and Miss by mail.
FOR RENT-Two furnished room's
for cloudy and milder weather.
Mary Linn have returned from a trip
Prepared only by
at 229 North_ Eighth St.
-Miss Julia Penn, of New Albany, to Mkrrsphis.
Ind., who entered the Terre Haute, -Mrs. Charles J. Bronston yesterday
144., convent for he third time sev- returtied•to Lexington, Ky.,,after visSold in Paducah by all leading
eral months ago,' has again changed iting her sister. Mrs. George C. Waldruggists.
: Sher mind and returned home: She lace.
has often visited here.
Mrs. George Johnson has returned
-Mt. and Mrs. J. B. Clark, of from a brief visit to her parents, Mk.
We are over-stocked.
That's all. We offer everything in this line at
Smithland avenue, have a boy baby. and Mrs. T. W. Paterson, of Murray.
COST OR LESS
-Mrs. Robert L. Reeves is gUitc ill
•
Jude J. M'. White, of Bardwell,
congestion.
of
Ky., was in the city yesterday attendGood all bristle Hair Brushes, worth 25C and 30c, for
•15d,
‘-Mir. H. R. Lindsey is sick with an ing federal court.
Extra
all
fever.
fiine
for
to
dozen,
14
bristle
malarial
Shiites,
..354.
per
cost
Hair
$5
acli of
Mr. W. F. lioerber went to ChicaThe United States inspecting boat
, Mr, G. E. Tripp, of the Stone & go last evening.
Bone handle badger bristle Shaving Brush, worth soc, for
25t
Golden Rod left yesterday for the
flNebseer company, is here en route
Me Jeff J. Read yesterday went to
price.
out
upper
Shaving
Ohio
at
twice
and
worth
Brushes
10e.
river
of
on an inspection
east from Texas, and is the guest
Owensboro on business.
tour.
-General Manager John Bletker, of
IF YOU CAN USE BRUSHES, COMB& OR SOAP NOW It THE
Miss Lettra Puryear returned yes- The
Royal left for Golconda yester, -the local interests of that big corpo- terday from visiting in Mayfield.
TIME TO LAY IN A SUPPLY.
day.
ration.
- Hon. Hal Corbett returned Sunday
This
morning
the
of
board
steamer Clydle
-Yesterday morning the
from Washington, D. C.
comes out of the Tennessee river and
public works inspected the new conlays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow afcrete .parecnitarts on bosh sides of er, has gone to Da/hes-Ttlitk
• en lo;# .Tennessee 'street between Twelfth cate, and will be joined after Ohne- ternoon before skipping out on her
return that way
and Thigteenth, and they have been Inas by his wife.
The Dick Fowler leaves at 8 o'clock
properly laid by the contractor, the
BrcrivasMrs. H. B. Johtistlit9L:rie4ek tires officially ace pted for the vile
ere to visit this morning and conies back tonight
l, Term., has arri
about tr o'clock.
Mrs. W. L. Young.
The Peters Lee goes klown today
and Mrs. Albert Dumaine,
Mrs. Shelly Gharkton yesterday
bound for Memphis from Cincinnati.
401 1223 „Monroe street, have a new returned from Wino.
The Rees Lee will reach Cincinnati
tansy baby.
Mr. J. R. Roberts end wife returnThursday and start immediately on
Ellithrop,e Was Sundry ed front Mayfield yesterday.
ssnissed from the city hospital,
children her return this way for Memphis.
Mrs. Pat Atkinsona
The Bob Dudley left for Nashville
-,lediere the day before he NVG!9 sent on bre arrive today
ig,a, N.
and come shack again next
yesterday
r..gcuteint of a severe fit 'he had.
several
C., where they
Monday.
.Contractor Ed Baker yesterday months.
The City of Savannah passes out
nsoirsing began excavating for the
Contractor Wm. Katterjolm yester
of the Tennessee river tonight hound
Amendatiou of the Elks new home on day went to Naabvilk, Tenn.
. North Fifth beside the postoffice.
Misa Rubje Johnson left Sunday tar St. Louis.
The City of Salt/Re yestenliiesiert
1.t *John S. Ray, fornier nsaoager of for Kansas City, Mo., to reside.
league .Storekecper John Trent, at the II- S44 Louis and gets here tomations••
Slit Princeton, Ind., K. I.
• has resigned his position and kiwis Ceritral railroad, has gone to bonnet for the Tennessee river. ,..,
r: wilh quit the. game for good Louisville and ENransviAe on business.
Stages Yesterday.
Ladies of Abe Maccabees
14r. Virgil Berry Sunday returned
fall
14.9 0 t
meet this afternoon at 2:30 from Morganfield, where he attended Cairo
TELEPHONE 5411.
stand
1.3
Chattanooga
over
room
lodge
their
in
the wedding of his sister.
#
10.8 1.t fall
and Broadway.
IsCessrs; Tom Bennett and John Cincinnati 5 rise
9-15
box of matches on the shelf of Stroud- have returned-.4seelawa bunting Tharesville ,
riorence-auss rtg
iRairers Brothers' grocery, at Twelfth trip up the lrennessee river.
1.3 15.2 cfalf
sad'Broachrrat, ignited yesterday
Mr. Louis Thenbald has gone to Johnsonville
Consmericing.
Louisville
5.0 ... stand
mg at 5 o'clock and started a Mayfekt to join a hunting party.
-missing.
Carmel
&see which was quickly exMemphis,
Mrs, Jack Calloway is in
711 0.1
Itisperished with little loss.
Term., attending the bedside of her Nashville
•
0.2
67
Pittsburg
has
who
Fryer,
daughter. Mrs. Pearl
0.2
5.4
Dam
Island
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Good Show This Weekk.
appendicitis.
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
0.5
10.3
Louis
St.
." 'Fifteen hundred people packed The
Lexington
in
is
Justice R. J. Barber
Mt. Vernon-trissing
ilCeahscky last night to see the open- and Fraakfort, Ky., on business.
61.7 0.3 rise
Paducah
ing 'performance of the Vandyke &
was
Everybody
corstpa.ny.:,
1rsatou
4i
Matinee-The Divorce;
Tuesday
LOST-Smelt brown undressed
card. The company is a gesod one,
PIKE OLD WINED AND WHISK:MIL
kid lady's purse containing $5. Find- Question. Night, Carmen.
It is easy to be seen that they
Wednesday Matinee-In the Handal
Everything seasonable- in rho eatabl* line served Is.order. A
er return to A. MI Laevison, of Seclied their business before they
,
ond and Jefferson, and get reward. of the Czar. Night, Beware of Men.1
fiee geonday hutch for 15 mid&
„niched Paducah.
INTO
AFFECTED
ENTRANCE
comedy
a
Question,"
Thursday Matinee-Catnile. Night,
Purge was lost on Broadway between
"The Divorce
DON GILBERTO'S PLACE
Great Poison Mystery.
Furth and Fifth.
ier laughing purposes only, will be
SATURDAY NIGHT.
for
cents
Ten
matinee 41.1 today
Friday Matinee-Told in the Hills
-.everybody. .
Night, Dora Thorne.
Excursions.
-Fare
Low
"Carmen" will be the bill tonight
Mrs. McNamara Lost Sao Which To Chicago Big Stock Show°
ryne.
Matinee-East
Saturday
Was Stolen at Union Depot• • •Ik •1•••
Night, Deadwood Dick.
Over Pennsylvania Lines
NARROW ESCAPE.
Only One Arrest Made.
December 16, 17, 18 arid tn.
Special vaudeville features between
Leoisvitle every act.
Through trains leave
'Sunday Roy Oswald, 12 years of
car, dinSunday it was discovered that after morning and evening. Cafe library
Monday night ladles free with each
gge, was seated on a desk in the offree
carte,
la
a
saloon...of South ing service
ticket if reserved before 6 p. in30c
train.
.fice of the Commercial House, at the Don Gilberto
smoking parlor in mortaing
at 12 o'clock and
closed
street,
Fourth
MorimMy.
a
orken
streets,
Third and Jefferson
night train Parlor
night that someone smash- Sleeping cars in
Prices--ro. ao and 30c.
ace(rrnm odat ions
` lineman boarding there was snapping Saturday
eb
sleeping
arid
front door, efadvance through
one of the walking sticks that have ed the gkss out of the
in
reserved
be
may
getting inside
Ow colleetkm of Cut Glass is fa scfnating in its beauty and brilliancy.
revolvers insiae. It was a 44-caliber, fected an entrance and
C. H. Hagerty, District Passenger
drawer,
cash
the
stole`
from
$52,5o
cchad
he
It
thought
be sow to get an idea of the -variety and richness of design, as
must
and the lineman
Louiervifle, Ky.
thing bothered. Agent,
moved all the cartirdges inside, but which was the only
well as the quality of workmanship.
Notice.
' one remained, and as he snapped the
Among the many different pieces may be found the exact something
Misplaced tao Stolen.
Telephone 756.
cane-revolver it exploded and sent the
Bamberger.is at nis shop again. Wren DeliveryJ.
one desires for, one's own use,'or for • gift at a very moderate peke.
that
Sunday las. McNamara, wife of
Wet so close to Oswald'* head the
North Fifth street, and would
tat%
cur Cut Glass window.
-Notice
Richmond
latter felt the wind passing. Oswald the bricklayer of the New
be pleased to see all his customers
deUnion
the
t9
went
floor
Sandal
hotel,
the
Talcum
to
25c
feU
hr
15(
• was so frightened
vex! many news ones.
and for a while it was thought he was pot to meet friends, lint missing them
c Tooth Brush
15#
*hot. He is the son of Driver T. M. returned to the hotel, when she disTAX NOTICE.
Brush
CITY
Hair
.so
$1•00
. Oswald, of the Paducah Transfer covered she had left her pocketbook
.00 Bath Brush
50e
•
on the depot toilet room with $zo inCITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE- ssa Tooth Paste
company.
15e
were
Clark
and
Senser
(*wets
side.
BY REMINDED THAT IRE Crystal Velvet
notifiedr and found the purse, but it LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
Masonic Notice.
Complexion Brushes, Toilet Soap,
Plain City lodge, No. 449, F. & A. was empty. A suspicions woman at TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NOthe
bat
searched,
communicawas
depot
the
VAttet, Extracts all odors.
Violet
stated
in
meet
M., will
tion tonight at 7.30 n'efrSek Wcric, Ire Inoney not found. She admitted to VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
having just been released from jail DECEMBER THE PIRSX TEN DON'T PORGET THE PLACE
E. A. derree.
AND PRICES.
GFAI. 0. INGRWK Master. at Glarksvelle, Tern., and left here for PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
DEWE
Cairo.
BILES.
UNPAID
ALL
Secy.
ROTH',
FRED
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
ESCAPE
Very Ltull Indeed.
TO
OPPORTVNITY
Singers are Arrested.
The police found it very dull yes- THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
Lode, Russian Poland. Nov. ao
3 AT THE OITY TREASURER'S
About 200 persons were ariested by terday and last night up until
• the military in the Cattiolic church of o'clock this morning, as only one ar- OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SETthe Holy Cross here yesterday for rest vravinnide, and, that on the charge LE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
• shaging patriotic songs. When the of drunkenness. Nelson Clark, color- THUS AVOID THE DISCOMAND DELAY SO UNsoldiefs reached •Miklajewska street ed, was the unfortunate, wise was FORT
THE
' 'with their prisoners a crowd bf pee gotten at Seventh and Adams streets PLEASANT TO ALL IN
Tel. 758, 7th and Broadway.
officer
DAY&
LAST
die
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For
RUSH
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escort,
Clark.
and
the
Senscrabused
.Officers
* plc
Blue
Points at Ragan's cafe today,
to
troops
RESPECTFULLY.
VERY
the
have
ordered
things
Valk)
the. past 'week
in command
t cent each: tiJ 'pipe! 906-red.
JOHN J. DORIAN.
Ike. Two men ardt one *Ottian were been distressingly t:all with the
CITY TREASURER.
killed and foni men were wounded.!minions of the law.
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BOTH TELEPHONES NO. 3
JAS. J. O'DONNELL,
Manager.
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Pittsburg Coal Co.

BRUSHES OF ALL KINDS

NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tenn.

IDEAL
MEAT MARKET

THE RIVERS

We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
line of fish, both fresh water and salt water.
Salt Water
Fresh Water
Buffalo Red Snapper
Cat Fish Spanish Man
Smelts
White Perch
Salmon
Croppies
Trout
Steak Cat
Black Bass Oysters

We call the attention of
merchants to the fact that
we will fill all orders for
fish at any time of day
and give them special price.

THE KENTUCKY

*U

Low.
Tod
States

Cloth Brushes,Hair Brushes,Tooth Brushes,Nail
Brushes, Flesh Brushes, Infant Brushes, Etc.
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